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Letters and Sounds Overview Phase 1 ~ 5 

Firm Foundations in Phonics ~ Phase 1 

EYFS ~ Nursery 22~ 36 months ~ 40 ~ 60 months 	

~~t7ion Phase lb 	Aspect 1 Environmental Sounds 	General Sound Discrimina 

22~ 36 months 	Aspect 2 Instrumental Sounds 	General Sound Discrimination 
30 ~ 50 months 	Aspect 3 Body Percussion 	General Sound Discrimination 

Aspect 4 Rhythm and Rhyme 	Phonological Awareness 

Phase 1 a 	Aspect 4 Rhythm and Rhyme 

30 ~ 50 months 	Aspect 5 Alliteration 
40 ~ 60 months 

Aspect 6 Voice Sounds 

Aspect 7 Oral Blending and Segmenting 

Securing the Basics t~+ 	~~ E~ w~~~eks ~ 19 so~jr~d~ 

EYFS ~ Reception 40 ~60 months 

Phonological Awareness 

Phonological Awareness 

Phonological Awareness 

Phonological Awareness 

f 

Week Sounds 

wk 1 s a t p 

wk 2 i m n d 

wk3 gock 

wk4 ck e u r 

wk 5 h b f ff 

wk 6 1 liss 

Tricky Words 

to~ the 

no 

go 

Securing the Basics Phase 3 ~ 7 to 12 weeks ~ 25 sounds 

EYFS ~ Reception 40 ~60 months 

Week 	~Sounds 	 tricky words 

wkl j v w x no~ go~ 1~ the~ to 

wk 2 quzzzy he~ she~ 

wk 3 ch sh th ng we~ me~be 

wk4 ai ee igh oa was 

wk 5 oo ar or air my 

wk 6 ur ow oi ear you 

wk7 ure er theyher 
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LLicas 

Letters and Sounds Overview Phase 1 ~ 5 

Securing the Basics ~~ i 	~ 	~1 ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~ Z~ ~ 	1 ~ 

EYFS 40 ~ 60 months + Year 1 

Week 	adjacent consonants 	Tricky words 

Wk 1 	CVCC ~tent~ 	 said~ so~ he~ she~ we~ me~ be 

Wk 2 	CCVC ~flag~ 	 have~ like~ some~ come~ was~ yoi 

Wk 3 	CCVCC ~stomp~ 	were~ there~ little~ one~ they~ all~ 

Wk4 	CCCVCC ~sprint~ 	do~ when~ out~ what~ my~ her 

The Higher Levels of Phonics ~ Phase Sc ~ An introduction to ~Multiple Spellings 

EYFS 40 ~ 60 months + /Year 1 

Week Multiple Spellings ~ new spellings for known sounds ~spelling choices~ 

Week 1 a~ and ay ee and ea igh and ie oa and oe 

Week 2 ie~ igh and i_e oa~ oe and o e ai~ ay and a_e ee~ ea and e e 

Week 3 00~ ue~ and ew oi and oy ur and ir ow and ou 

Week 4 ue and u e ~zh~ or and aw w and wh~ f and ph 

Week 5 ee~ ea and ey or~ aw and au 

Week 6 assessment for learning to inform 

Tricky Words oh~ their~ people~ said~ looked~ asked~ Mr~ Mrs 

The Higher Levels of Phonics ~ Phase Sb ~ An introduction to ~Alternative Pronunciations~ 

EYFS 40 ~ 60 months +/ Year 1 

Week Alternative Pronunciations ~ different sounds same spellings can make ~switch it~ 

Week 1 hot and cold stick and find cow and blow cat and cent 

Week 2 goat and giant pie and thief eat and bread hat and what 

Week 3 chin~ school chin~ school and chef farmer and her yes and by 

Week 4 out and shoulder out~ shoulder~ could out~ shoulder~ blue and statue 

i could~ you 

Week 5 assessment for learning to inform 

Week 6 assessm ent for learning to inform 
~ 

Tricky Words water~ where~ who~ work~ please~ once~ thought~ though~ laughed~ again~ mouse~ 

because~ many~ different~ any~ eyes~ friends 

The Higher Levels of Phonics ~ Phase Sa ~ Investigating Investigate further/ rarer multiple/ 

Year 1 / Year 2 

Week 	Investigate further/ rarer multiple/ alternative spellings ~ Best bet 

Weeks 12 ~ 18 	/ai/ /ee/ /igh/ /oa/ /oi/ /oo/ /or/ /ow/ /ur/ /air/ 

Weeks 18 ~ 24 	/e/ /o/ /ch/ /j/ /c/ /t/ /m/ /n/ /s/ /w//r/ 

Weeks 24 ~ 30 	/sh/ /earflair//ure/ /er/ /zh/ /v/ 

Weeks 30 + 	Assessment for learning to inform___ 

Tricky/High Frequency Words 100 high frequency word list 
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C4P 
/a/ 

4~~ 

/p/ Al /d/ /ol 

srtake ant ted pig pirL 
net mat dortkeg 

Pot 

Iki Irl /e/ /b/ /h/ 

~A 

iji 

\194 

kitten grapes rat pen bat 
Kat fart dp 

/v/ 

4e 
/w/ /u/ lkwl ~qu~ /ks/ ~x~ I 	I 

ye C~ 
/z/ Ishl ~ /chi 

Lf t 
van wig hug queen box yes 

zip ship chop 

/th/ /ng/ lae/ /ee/ /le/ /oe/ lue/ /oo/ /oil 

bath 
king rain 

sheep pLe toe 9 lue book boiL 

lurl lorl low/ lure/ lairt IcLri /ear/ /zhi 

~~A vr~ 

burn fo rt cure fair car fear treasLLre 

The 44 sounds of the English Language 	 Go to www~mrthorne~com to watch how to pronounce the sounds clearly and precisely 
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Phase One Phonics Activities~ 

Things to remind children to do and to help with good listening~ 

Five rules of good listening~ Tuning in to listening~ 

I~Good looking~ at the person~ 1~Have a toy eg~bear who reminds 

2~ Fingers still~ children what to do with signs for 

3~ Lips closed~ listening etc~ 

4~Ears open~ 2~Brain Gym~Activities to help switch 

5~Brain switched on~ brain on and stop f idgeting~ 

3~Sing routine starter rhymes to 

signal to children that their work 

session is about to start~ 

~Come on everybody~ ~Come on everybody~ 

Let~s say hello~ Let~s wave goodbye~ 

Say hello~ Wave goodbye~ 

Say hello~ Wave goodbye~ 

Come on everybody~ Come on everybody~ 

Let~s say hello~ Let~s wave goodbye~ 

Say hello~ Wave goodbye~ 

Together~~ Together~~ 

1~ Listening walk Children walk around different areas to hear what 

they can hear~ 

2~ Feely Box Sing to tune of ~Old Macdonald has a farm~ Child 

chooses an object inside f eely box and makes its sound~ Other 

children guess what it is and sing as a verse of rhyme eg ~bell~~with 

a tinkle~ tinkle here and a~there~ Ali Ali has a box e~i~e~i~o~~ 

3~ New words to old songs Children sing eg ~Twinkle~ twinkle little 

star~~ with actions~ Then Humm the song as pass around shakers~ 

Use shakers to sing song again but change words to ~Shake your 

shaker in the air~ Shake your shaker everywhere~ Shake it high and 

shake it low~ Shake it everywhere you go~ Shake your shaker in the 

air~ Shake your shaker everywhere~~ Children to shake their 

shakers as sing~ Then change words and actions by swishing shaker~

sing quietly~ 



4~ Which instrument~ Children are introduced to instruments~ names 

and sounds they can make~ Ask eg ~How do you use it~~ Allow 

children to explore~ Then teacher plays an instrument from behind 

a screen~ The child who has the same instrument picks up their 

instrument and plays it with teacher~ Allow children to hear 

instruments they don~t have to test listening~ Allow child to swap 

roles with teacher~ 

5~ Counting Rhymes Children sing and use actions and objects for 

counting rhymes~ 

6~ Matching Sound Makers Children have a feely bag with 

instruments inside~ If child hears instrument with same sound as 

theirs they can play their instrument with teacher~ Allow children 

to change their instruments and choose a d if f erent one~ A I low 

children opportunity to play instruments together~ 

7~ Actiust the volume Clap the syllables in names of instruments eg 

Tri~an~gle~~ Children are introduced to puppets who direct them to 

play quietly or make a loud sound eg Lion ~loud~ or mouse ~quiet~~ 

Children swap role with teacher to show puppet and choose who 

plays instrument loud/quietly~ 

8~ Hidden instruments Hide instruments around room/area~ Children 

search for instrument and can play it when they f ind it eg in the 

sand~ 

9~ Action Songs Children sing song to accompany movement of body 

eg ~ Stomp~ stomp wellies~ Stomp~ stomp wellies~ Stomp~ stomp 

wellies together~~ Change action word to change song~ Allow 

children to c hoose/de mo nst rate action/words~ 

IO~Let~s Dance Sing songs that have dances so children can move 

their whole bodies~ Use fabric/streamers etc to increase 

movement in the dance~ Make up actions to move different body 

parts~ 

11~ Guess who~ In a smal I group choose a child to say a selected 

word/phrase while disguising their voice~ Discuss what clues the 

children used to identify the person~ 

12~Not a sound Pass a tambourine around the circle without making a 

sound~ If it can be heard continue passing it round to keep the 

game moving but praise listening skills and quiet movement~ 



13~Let me hear your voice Children experiment with their voices~ 

~Let me hear your singing voice say hello~ hello~~ Etc~ Discuss how 

useful/important different voices are~ Can tell person~s mood etc~ 

14~Give me a sound Add sound ef f ects to a story eg a creaky door in 

~A Dark~ Dark Tale~~ 

15~Bounce the animal on your knee Children select an animal from a 

selection~ Sing a song about the animal together while child 

bounces animal s/he chose on his/her knee~ ~Bounce the penguin~ 

Fun to do~ Now it~s time for something new~ My turn~ Your turn~ We 

can share~ My turn~ Your turn~ Then it~s fair~ Bounce the penguin~ 

Fun to do~ Now it~s time for something new~~ Change animal~change 

song for each child chosen~ 

16~Music Sack Children choose an object from a sack that links to a 

song eg web so sing ~Incey Wincey Spider~~ ~ It~s a web so which 

song are we going to sing~ 

17~Action songs Children f ol low teacher~s lead~ Choose an action f or 

children to copy eg ~Everybody do this~~~~ just like me~~ 

~In/Outside~ 

18~Our favourite rhymes Children have a sack of objects that are in a 

rhyme eg a dolly so sing ~Miss Polly had a dolly~~~~ 

19~Catch rne out Use a puppet to deliberately say a rhyming word 

wrong from a familiar rhyme~ Discuss how the children can help to 

f ind a rhyme word that f its eq~ Make the some mouth shape or 

hear the same end sound~ 

20~ Rhyming pairs/strings Make up silly rhyming couplets~ I like 

rice ~~~ It~s very nice~~ Etc ~I like rice~ dice~ mice~ ice~~ Etc~ 
21~ Name pla Make alliterative sentences with children~s names 

eq~ Jodie~s jelly is juicy~ Kulvinder can count~ 

22~ Narne ta Tap the syllables in names~ Clap the rhythm in names~ 

Clap the rhythm of familiar rhymes to help recognise rhythm~ 

23~ Keep the beat Sing familiar rhymes and encourage children to 

keep the beat by moving to beat eq~ Clapping~ stamping etc~ 

24~ Clapping ciames Learn to sing and play some simple clapping 

games eq~ ~A sailor went to sea~ sea~ sea~~~~ 

25~ Rhyming Sou Use a large bowl and a big spoon~ Children have 

chance to stir spoon in bowl~ Explain are going to make a silly soup and 

all sing song together~ ~I~m making lots of silly soup~ I~m making soup 

that~s silly~ I~m going to cook it in the f ridge~ To make it nice and 

3 



chilly~~ Children have a tray with objects with simple CVC words that 

rhyme eg ~bat~cat~rat~etc~ Each child chooses an object and then says 

the list of rhyming objects in the bowl~ Reinforce vocabulary ~Rhyme~~ 

Sing song between each choice~ 

26~ Rhyming Bingo Children have cards with pictures on~ Caller has 

picture cards that are rhymes for children~s pictures eg caller says 

~boat~~ child says if they have a rhyming picture eg ~coat~ boat~~ Cards 

can have words on with highlighted initial/end rhyme~ 

27~ Odd one out teacher says what is on picture card eg ~Cat~hat~

rat~ Close your eyes~~ Teacher adds card that doesn~t rhyme and says 

what is on all the cards again~ ~Which one is the odd one out~ Why~ eg 

Children say ~Moon doesn~t rhyme with cat~hat~bot~~ Etc 

28~ Sound Box ~What have we got in our sound box today~ Our 

sound box today~ Our sound box today~ What have we got in our sound 

box today~ 5hall we have a look and see~~ Sing song together~ Ask 

children to talk about objects from box and the sounds they make eq~ 

Baby toys~ clock~ doll and slide~ snake etc~ Model sound and what it 

looks like~ Children use finger to draw sound in air rising up for louder 

and down for quieter as make sound~ Children choose favourite object 

and demonstrate sound for others to copy~ 

29~ Sound sack/box As learn each phoneme use object as a 

mnemonic ~memory aid~ eq when learning ~S~ use snake for children to 

hear and say initial sound and use action as hold object~ Sing about it 

eq ~Sound snake is coming to you~ coming to you~ coming to you~ Sound 

snake is coming to you~ Can you do the action~~ Pass it round~ 

30~ Mirror pla Look in the mirror to see how mouth moves when 

saying a sound/phoneme~ Link to hearing initial sounds in words~ Eq~ ~b~

l~~D~~~haniyal~ D~b~b~clog~ etc~ 

31~ Our Sound Ba a Sing song to the tune of ~What shall we do with 
the drunken sailor~~ ~What shall we do with the sound ~~~~~ What shall 

we do with the sound ~D~~ What shall we do with the sound ~b~~ On 

this ~name of day and morn/of ternoon~~ Let~s f ind words that start 

with ~~~~~ Let~s f ind words that start with ~~~~~ Let~s f ind words that 

start with ~b~~ On this ~name of day and morn/af ternoon~~~ Pul I 

objects from a bag al I beginning with same initial letter you are 

focusing on~ Then sing~ ~We know dummy starts with b~~~~etc~ As put 

objects back in bag say the word with emphasis on the initial letter eq 

~l~~b~b~cloor~~ 



32~ Mouth movements Teacher models moving mouth in lots of 

different shapes and ways~ Can do this with/out sound effects~ 

Children copy mouth movements to relax and strengthen mouth 

muscles so can make sounds needed~ 

33~ Explore sounds Children explore instruments and objects to 

make as many dif f erent sounds in as many dif f erent ways~ 

34~ Shaving foam Children use shaving f oam on a board to make 

marks eq~ Lines/swirls~ 

35~ Writin Children use chalks on the playground~ large paper and 

big felts to explore mark making~ 

36~ ToyTal ~Stand up and glue your feet to the floor~~ Teacher 

holds large sack~ Sing song to the tune of ~Old McDonald~~ Sing ~Old 

~choose a familiar name with 2 syllables~ McFred had a house~ E~I~E~

I~o~~~~ In that house he had a~~~~ Pull out an object and use a robotic 

voice to segment the word eq ~ c~a~t~~~ Children to blend the 

phonemes to make the word again~ ~What did he do with the cup~~ Use 

children~s response to continue song eq ~With a drink~ drink here~etc~ 

37~ Getting dressed Puppet or toy has to get dressed~ Place clothes 

items inf ront of children~ Explain the toy wants to play a game with 

the children to help him get dressed so will be using a robot voice to 

ask for the clothes~ Segments the phonemes eg ~sh~or~ts~~ Children 

copy robot voice and action then blend phonemes to say the item the 

puppet wants to put on eq ~shorts~~ 

38~ Big Sound Book Share a big book with lots of sound effects for 

the children to join in with~ Eq ~Rumble in the jungle~~ Use a drum to 

top a steady beat to each line~ Pick out sound effects for children to 

talk about and copy~ Find same initial letter words~ Pick out simple 

words to model segmenting for children to blend~ Use talking to your 

neighbour to allow children opportunity to say what word is before 

sharing~ Pick out and predict rhyming words~ 

39~ 
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STORIES FOR EYFI 

	

~Publish Date~ 

Owl babies~ Walker Books Ltd~ ~8 Sep 1994~ ISBN~10~ 0744531675 

ISBN~13~ 978~0744531671 

Three baby owls~ Sarah~ Percy and Bill~ wake up one night in their 

hole in a tree to find that their mother has gone~ So they sit on a 

branch and wait~ Darkness gathers and the owls grow anxious~ 

wondering when their mother will return~ But~ at last~ she does~ and 

they bounce up and down with joy~ welcoming her home~ 

Stick Man~ Publisher~ Alison Green Books Q Sep 2009~ ISBN~10~ 

1407108824 ISBN~13~ 978~1407108827 

~Stick Man lives in the family tree With his Stick Lady Love and their 

stick children three~~ But it~s dangerous being a Stick Man~ A dog 

wants to play with him~ a swan builds her nest with him~ He even 

ends up on a fire~ Will he ever get back to the family tree~ 

~M 	~Tm 	The Gruffalo and The Gruffalo~s Child~ Macmillan Children~s 

C~ K k~ u~ E/N 1~ 
	

Books ~27 Aug 1999~ ISBN~10~ 0333710932 ISBN~13~ 978~ 

0333710937 

~ ZA 
~A mouse took a stroll through the deep dark wood~ 

A fox saw the mouse and the mouse looked good~ 

Walk further into the deep dark wood~ and discover what happens when the quick~thinking mouse 

comes face to face with an owl~ a snake and a hungry gruffalo ~~~ 
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~Publish Datel 

Percy the Park Keeper series~ HarperCollins Children~s Books 

R E r 
Any one of the books in the series has opportunities for links with 

Forest School sessions~ See one review below~ 

Percy the Park Keeper goes on a rescue mission with his animal 

friends in this engaging story from highly~regarded~ best~selling 

author~illustrator Nick Butterworth~ Includes a surprise fold~out 

page~ 

VX*NBI t112YARM 	

Percy the park keeper is having a day off~ It is a perfect day for 

doing nothing~ But Percy~s peaceful picnic is disturbed when a 

little rabbit meets with a nasty tumble into an old well~ All the animals gather together with a huge 
rope to help pull the rabbit out~ But all they tug from the well is the branch of a tree~ But the rabbit 

has already found her own way out ~~~ through a passage under the ground and she~s at the end of the 
line with the other animals lending a hand~ 

We~re going on a Bear Hunt~ Walker Books Ltd ~16 Sep 
r I 1 	1993~ ISBN~10~ 0744523230 ISBN~13~ 978~0744523232 

Follow the family~s excitement as they wade through the 

grass~ splash through the river and squelch through the 

mud in search of the bear~ What a surprise awaits in the 

cave on the other side of the dark forest~ 

7 

Lydia 	What the ladybird heard~ Macmillan Children~s Books~ ~S Mar 
0\3 

wa 	

410~k~ 	2010~ ISBN~10~ 0230706509 ISBN~13~ 978~0230706507 

vwbat 

	

1V 	OV~ 	
1~04 

~Oink~~ said the cats ~~~ 
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~ 	

lb~ 

P~ 

L Ask 	kc ~_ 	With all the M00ing and HISSing and BAAAing and CLUCKing~ the 

farmyard is full of noise~ But when Hefty Hugh and Lanky Len hatch 

a plot to steal the fine prize cow~ it~s the quietest animal of all who 

saves the day~ 

Spot the glittery ladybird on every page of this wonderful rhyming 

tale from the creators of the bestselling THE PRINCESS AND THE WIZARD and SHARING A SHELL~ 



pm ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ 
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Go flocks 

T h c T h~r~~c~e R c ~i r ~i~ 

~~ 

~k~ 

Goldilocks~ Many versions of this classic story are available 

The well~loved tale of the golden haired intruder in the bear~s 

cottage in the woods~ 

Hansel and Gretel~ Michael Morpurgo Walker ~1 Nov 

2010~ ISBN~10~ 1406326208 

ISBN~13~ 978~1406326208 No child ever forgets the story 
nftkn ~i+rk tkn krnnr4rr~rnk trmil finr4 tho in orhrgantA 

1 	 5 va 

house in the forest~ Former Children~s Laureate Michael 

Morpurgo takes the Brothers Grimm classic to a new 

level~ weaving from these themes a rich fairytale tapestry 

of hunger and hope~ cruelty and courage~ With breath~

taking illustrations by the celebrated Emma Chichester 

Clark~ this edition of Hansel and Gretel will grip the 

imagination of a whole new generation of children~ 
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~Publish Date~ 

The Very Hungry Caterpillar~ Puffin~ New Ed edition 

~28 Nov 2002~ ISBN~10~ 0140569324 ISBN~13~ 978~

0140569322 

Eric Carle~s classic and much loved picture book~ The 

Very Hungry Caterpillar~ 

The classic edition of the bestselling story written for 

the very young~ A newly hatched caterpillar eats his 

way through all kinds of food~ getting bigger and 

bigger~ until eventually he turns into a beautiful 

caterpillar~ One of the most popular picture books of all time~ no nursery bookshelf is complete 

without a copy~ 

/tric~ Carle~~ ~ 	The V~ry Riisy Spidt~r 
The Very Busy Spider~ Eric Carle~ Puffin ~2 Jun 2011~ lSBN~

10~ 0141338326 ISBN~13~ 978~0141338323 

A classic picture book from Eric Carle ~ The Very Busy Spider~ 

Early one morning a little spider begins to spin her web on a 

fencepost and she doesn~t stop until it is finished ~ ~ ~ 

Alongside the visual excitement of Eric Carle~s vibrant 

collages of familiar animals is the tactile experience of feeling the spider~s web as it grows from a 

simple line into a complex and beautiful creation ~a perfect story for reading aloud and sharing~ 

Eric Carle is an internationally bestselling and award~winning author and illustrator of books for very 

young children~ 

The Bad~Tempered Ladybird The Bad Tempered Ladybird~ Eric Carle~ Puffin~ Re~issue edition 

Edc Carle ~5 Aug 2010~ ISBN~10~ 0141332034 ISBN~13~ 978~0141332031 

low %0~ 

40 
4p 

A classic picture book by Eric Carle~ The Bad~Tempered Ladybird~ 

The bad~tempered ladybird picks fights with every animal he 

meets~ but soon learns the importance of friends and turns into a 

far nicer~ happier bug~ 
7 	

Y~ 
N~ The beautifully illustrated pages of this entertaining book 

demonstrate the sizes of the different animals and the sun~s path 

across the sky as time passes~ 



~Publish Datc~11 

The Lazy Ladybird~ Little Tiger Press~ 10th Anniversary edition ~30 

April 2011~ ISBN~10~ 1848952201 ISBN~13~ 978~1848952201 

The Lazy Ladybird likes to sleep all day and all night~ And because she 

sleeps all day and all night~ she doesn~t know how to fly~ So when she 

wants to find somewhere new to sleep she decides to catch a lift on a 

passing animal ~~~ A new format with sound to celebrate the 10th 
anniversary of this much loved book~ 
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Freddie and the Fairy~ Julia Donaldson~ Macmillan 

Children~s Books~ illustrated edition ~1 April 2011~ ISBN~10~ 

0330511181 ISBN~13~ 978~0330511186 

Freddie is desperate for a pet~ so when he rescues Bessie~

Belle and she offers to grant his wishes he knows just what 

to ask for~ The only problem is that Bessie~Belle can~t hear 

very well~ and Freddie tends to mumble~ Whatever can they 

do~ Luckily the Fairy Queen is on hand to explain ~~~ A 
delightful tale full of Julia Donaldson~s trademark rhyme and 

wit~ with a subtle message about hearing impairments~ 

Dinosaur 
W~o LOO HIOROAR 

%I 	hSMI Pow 

The Dinosaur Who Lost His ROAR~ Usborne Publishing Ltd ~1 Aug 

2012~ ISBN~10~ 1409550273 ISBN~13~ 978~1409550273 

This is a new~ picture book version of one of the most popular 

titles in the ~First Reading~ series~ Sid the dinosaur likes scaring 

his friends with his ear~splitting roar~ But what would happen if he 

lost his voice~ He~s about to find out~ This title comes now with 

rhyming text to add an extra level of interest and enjoyment~ It 

features bright~ animated~ contemporary illustrations that bring 

the story to life~ 
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Mad about Minibeasts~ Orchard Books ~6 Oct 2011~ ISSN~10~ 

1408309475 

ISBN~13~ 978~1408309476 

This brilliantly beastly bouncy rhyming romp from Giles Andreae 

and David Wojtowycz will delight the many fans of this bestselling 

duo~ From slugs and snails to bustling beetles and beautiful 

butterflies~ these rhymes are full of humour and great to read 

aloud~ The bright~ distinctive artwork is full of child appeal~ 

Giles Nreae oD&W wajto&~Jl~z~ 

 

S~noil Trail 
litif b Brown 

Snail Trail~ Ruth Brown~ Andersen ~4 Nov 2010~ ISBN~10~ 

1849392528 

ISBN~13~ 978~1849392525 

41 
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Slimy Snail sets out on a trail~ But where exactly does he 

go~ Up a hill~ over a bridge~ down a slope ~~~ Things are not 

always as they seem in this delightful outdoor adventure by 

the acclaimed Ruth Brown~ 

Snail Trail~ In Search of a Masterpiece~ Frances Lincoln 

Children~s Books~ PB Reissue edition ~2 May 2013~ ISBN~

10~ 1847804233 ISBN~13~ 978~1847804235 

A colourful snail asks you to help him look for his favourite 

painting~ Follow his silver trail through a selection of 

famous modern paintings by an exciting range of modern 

artists including Pollock~ Rothko~ Mondrian~ Daii~ Picasso 

and Matisse in search of a piece of art that represents him~ 

Jo Saxton 



A ~Publish Date~ 

Handa~s Surprise~ Eileen Browne~ Scholastic / 

A N f J A Walker Books ~24 July 2006~ ISBN~10~ 

SURPRISE 0744536340 ISBN~13~ 978~0744536348 

1~ 1 1~ FF N 	ft k 0 %%~~N F 

if 

Handa puts seven delicious fruits in a basket to 

her friend~ take to 	Akeyo~ But as she walks~ 

carrying the basket on her head~ various creatures 

steal her fruits~ A monkey takes the banana~ an 

ostrich the guava~ a zebra the orange~ an elephant 

the mango~ a giraffe the pineapple~ an antelope 

the avocado and a parrot the passion fruit~ Handa 

Z71 walks on~ wondering which of the fruits her friend 

will like best~ oblivious to the fact that her basket 

is now empty~ But then~ behind her~ a goat charges into a tangerine tree and fills Handa~s basket 

with the fruit~ ~Hello~ Akeyo~~ she greets her friend~ ~I~ve brought you a surprise~~ But when she lifts 

off her basket~ it~s Handa who gets the biggest surprise~ Akeyo~ meanwhile~ is delighted~ because 

tangerines are her favourite fruit~ 

Wow said the Owl~ Macmillan Children~s 

Books~ Illustrated edition Q Jun 2012~ 

ISBN~10~ 0230757413 ISBN~13~ 978~

0230757417 

At night~ when we are feeling tired and ready 

for bed~ owls are just waking up~ But this 

A~ 

	
curious little owl decides to stay awake all 

day~ instead of all night~ and discovers a 

world bursting with colourl But when the 

night~time comes around again~ the stars 

above her head are still the most beautiful 

sight of all~ An engaging book about colours 

from the winner of the Best Emerging Illustrator~ Booktrust Early Years Award 2008~ 

A Bit Lost~ Chris Haughton~ Walker ~7 Feb 2013~ ISBN~10~ 

1406344257 ISBN~13~ 978~1406344257 

Little Owl must be more careful when he is sleeping~~~ Uh 

Ohl He has fallen from his nest~ and with a bump he lands on 

the ground~ Where is his mummy~ With the earnest 

assistance of his new friend Squirrel~ Little Owl sets off in 

search of her~ and meets a sequence of other animals~ Yet 

while one might have his mummy~s BIG EYES~ and another 

her POINTY EARS~ they are simply not her~ Chris Haughton~s 

striking colour illustrations follow Little Owl on his quest~ 

Which of his new friends will lead him back to his mummy~ 
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~Publish Date~ 

Decir Zoo 
Dear Zoo~ Rod Campbell~ Macmillan Children~s Books~ 

illustrated edition ~2 July 2010~ ISBN~10~ 0230747728 ISBN~

13~ 978~0230747722 

/ wrote to the zoo to send me a pet ~~~ 

This classic lift~the~flap book has been a favourite with 

toddlers ever since it was first published in 1982~ Now 

reissued as a sturdy casebound board book~ perfect for little 

hands~ 

Rod Campbell 

hie Very The Very Ugly Bug~ Liz Pichon~ Little Tiger Press Q Jun 2004~ ISBN~ 

~0~ 1845060172 ISBN~13~ 978~1845060176 

There once was an ugly bug~ A very ugly bug~ Spotty red bug has 

teeny tiny eyes so she can hide in the berries~ Skinny green bug has a 

shiny green back so he can hide in the leaves~ But the very ugly bug 

has big boggly eyes and a horrible hairy back~ How will she hide when 

a huge hungry bird comes looking for a tasty bug snack~ A funny~ 

clever story about being happy with who you are~ Successful 
on 

illustrator~ Liz Pichon~ has had many picture books published~ Glossy 

spot lamination on the paperback cover~ 

Leaf Man~ Lois Ehiert~ Publisher~ Non Basic Stock Line ~I Sep 

2005~ ISBN~10~ 0152053042 

ISBN~13~ 978~01S2053048 

A man made of leaves blows away~ traveling wherever the 

wind may take him~ With illustrations made from actual fall 

leaves and die~cut pages on every spread that reveal 

gorgeous landscape vistas~ here is a playful~ whimisical and 

evocative book that celebrates the natural world and the rich 

imaginative life of children~ Ages 4~8~ Full description 



THERE~S AN ALLIGATOR 
UNDERMY BED 
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~Publish Datej~ 

W~ 

There is an Alligator Under the Bed~ Mercer Mayer~ Penguin 

Books Ltd ~25 April 1991~ ISBN~10~ 0803703740 ISBN~13~ 978~

0803703742 

Mercer Mayer~s young hero from ~There~s A Nightmare In My 

Cupboard~ is back again with another night~time adventure story~ 

The small boy with a vivid imagination cannot convince his parents 

that there is an alligator under his bed~ He decides to lure it out to 

the garage with a trail of peanut butter sandwiches~ His successful 

capture of the reptile ensures that both he and the reader have a 

good night~s sleep~ The author~s has illustrated ~The Pied Piper of 

Hamelin~~ ~The Ugly Duckling~~ Favourite Tales From Grimm~ and 

~Beauty and the Beast~~ 

The Tiger Who 

~tu Ccime 
~010 to Tea ~~ 

I I 	I 	1 	1% t T I 

The Tiger Who Came to Tea~ Judith Kerr~ Harper Collins 

Children~sBooks~ New Ed edition ~6 Feb 2006~ ISBN~10~ 0007215991 

ISBN~13~ 978~0007215997 

This classic story of Sophie and her extraordinary tea~time guest has 

been loved by millions of children since it was first published over 30 

years ago~ Now a new generation will enjoy this beautiful 

reformatted edition~ 

The doorbell rings just as Sophie and her mummy are sitting down to 

tea~ Who could it possibly be~ What they certainly don~t expect to see at the door is a big furry~ 

stripy tiger~ 

This modern classic picture book is perfect for reading aloud~ or for small children to read to 

themselves time and again~ All artwork has been re~originated and a fresh design approach has been 

used for this reformatted edition~ 

The other way to listen~ Prentice Hall & IBD~ Library Binding edition ~1 

Dec 1978~ 

ISBN~10~ 068416017X ISBN~13~ 978~0684160177 

After hoping and trying~ the narrator is finally able to hear the hills 

singing~ 

h~ nN V P~ kN 	p 	r~ p F~ 1 	1 1 



EVERYBODY 
NEEDS A 
ROCK 

~Publish Datp~ 

b~i BYRD BAYLOR ~idt pa~rc~~ h~% PETER PARNALL 

Everybody Needs a Rock~ Prentice Hall & IBD~ Library 

Binding edition ~1 Aug 1974~ 

ISBN~10~ 0684138999 ISBN~13~ 978~0684138992 

Describes the qualities to consider in selecting the perfect 

rock for play and pleasure~ 

Stanley~s Stick~ John Hegley~ Hodder Children~s Books~ Reprint 

edition ~5 April 2012~ ISBN~10~ 0340988193 ISBN~13~ 978~ 

~~TAWLEV 
0340988190 

~~~T I J 

Stanley~s Stick is a teaming~up of hefty talents ~ glorious poet 

John Hegley and award~winning illustrator Neal Layton~ Stanley~s 

stick is not just a stick~ With a stick in hand~ Stanley~s options are 

endless ~ he flies to the moon~ writes in the sand~ goes fishing~ 

plays a whistle and rides a dinosaur ~ and his imagination takes 

over and the magic begins~ 

The 
Bog Bab 

y 	The Bog Baby~ Puffin ~1 May 2008~ ISBN~10~ 0141500301 

ISBN~13~ 978~0141500300 

An& 
The Bog Baby is a magical story by Jeanne Willis and Gwen 

Millward 

When two small sisters go fishing to the magic pond~ they 

find something much better than a frog or a newt~ They 

find a bog baby~ Small and blue with wings like a dragon~ 

the girls decide to make him their secret~ I won~t tell if you won~t~ 

But the bog baby is a wild thing~ and when he becomes poorly~ the girls decide they must tell their 

mum~ And she tells them the greatest lesson~ if you really love something~ you have to let it go~ 
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Tadpole~s Promise~ Jeanne Willis~ Andersen~ New Ed 

edition ~17 Mar 2005~ ISBN~10~ 1842704265 ISBN~13~ 

978~1842704264 

Tadpole loves his rainbow friend~ the caterpillar~ and she 

tells him she loves everything about him~ ~Promise that 

you will never change~~ she says~ But as the seasons pass 

and he matures~ his legs grow~ and then his arms ~ and 

what happens to his beautiful rainbow friend~ As he sits 

on his lily pad~ digesting a butterfly~ Tadpole little realises 

that now he will never know~ 

Follow the predictable changes of a tadpole and a caterpillar to their natural conclusion in this award 

winning picture book~ 

The King of Tiny Things~ Jeanne Willis~ Puffin ~4 Feb 2010~ ISBN~

10~ 014150238X ISBN~13~ 978~0141502380 

When two little girls visit their grandparents~ it seems like a 

brilliant idea to camp outside for the night~ But then the dark 

comes and it doesn~t seem such a good idea after all~ Until a 

os unexpected visitor arrives ~ the King of Tiny Things~ He is 

the shepherd of creepy crawlies~ bugs and grubs and shows the 

girls that 

~ 

in fact~ the night is bright with magic~ 

Nvl 1~I~ Wool~s 

Aw 

The Wild Woods~ Simon James~ Walker ~1 Sep 2008~ ISBN~10~ 

1406308455 ISBN~13~ 978~1406308457 

Grandad and Jess are walking together in the woods when they 

see a squirrel pass by~ Jess wants to take it home with her as a pet~ 

but Grandad says that you can~t tame a squirrel~ As Jess follows 

the creature deeper into the woods~ she discovers more natural 

wonders and comes to understand that her Grandad is right ~ the 

squirrel~s proper home is the wild woods~ 



~Publish Date~ 

Where~s my Teddy~~ Jez Alborough~ Walker Books Ltd~ New 

edition edition ~6 Dec 2004~ ISBN~10~ 1844284816 ISBN~13~ 978~ 

1844284818 

Little Eddy loses his toy bear and has to go looking for him in the 

dark~ horrible woods ~ where he~s in for a gigantic surprise~ 

Room on the Broom~ Julia Donaldson~ Macmillan 

Children~s Books~ Illustrated edition ~20 Sep 2002~ ISBN~

10~ 0333903382 ISBN~13~ 978~0333903384 

The witch and her cat fly happily over forests~ rivers and 

mountains on their broomstick until a stormy wind blows 

away the witch~s hat~ bow and wand~ They are retrieved by 

a dog~ a bird and a frog~ and each animal asks for a ride on 

the broom~ They climb on~ one after the next~ until the 

broom is so heavy that it snaps in two~ What will happen 

next as they tumble into a bog and meet a greedy dragon~ 

~0 kkey~ 

Ll ~I~ 

Monkey Puzzle~ Publisher~ Macmillan Children~s Books~ 

New Ed edition ~11 Aug 2000~ ISBN~10~ 0333720016 ISBN~

13~ 978~0333720011 

This very clever~ funny story from the author/illustrator 

team that brought you the prize~winning THE GRUFFALO~ 



~Publish Date~ 

Stone 
Crazy 

Tracy 
Gallup 

Tree 
Crazy 

Tracy 
Gallup 

Stone Crazy~ Gallup~ T~ ~2007~~ Stone Crazy~ Traverse City~ MI~ 

Mackinac Island Press~ ISBN~10~ 1934133132 ISBN~13~ 978~

1934133132 

Some people are crazy about stones~ For them~ a simple stone can 

be an object of profound beauty~ and treasured for the mystery it 

holds inside~ 

Tree Crazy~ Mackinac Island Press ~4 Oct 2010~ ISBN~10~ 

1934133272 ISBN~13~ 978~1934133279 

Some people are crazy about trees~ These magnificent living 

wonders enrich our lives with their majesty and beauty~ In TREE 

CRAZY~ a girl cultivates a friendship with a mysterious talking tree 

and finds her role in the circle of life and renewal~ 

Gracing each page is one of Tracy Gallup~s handmade figures that 

tells a compelling story that will capture the hearts of children and 

adults alike~ Do trees speak to you~ Are you tree crazy~ 

Five 
LTT Le Fe~~~s 

Five little Fiends~ Sarah Dyer~ Bloomsbury Children~s Books~ 

2001 

Five little fiends live in their own little statues on top of a hill~ 

Every day the five little fiends come out to marvel at the world~ 

Each fiend covets and takes home a different thing~ the moon~ 

sea~ earth~ land and wind are all taken home~ However~ the 

fiends soon realise that one thing is nothing without the whole~ 

and they put it all back again~ learning about sharing on the way~ 
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STORIES FOR EYFS A  ~Publish Date~ 

Zog~ Alison Green Books ~1 Sep 2011~~ Julia 

Donaldson~ ISBN~10~ 1407115596 ISBN~13~ 978~ 

1407115597 
Zog is the keenest dragon in school~ He~s also the 

most accident~prone~ Luckily~ a mysterious little girl 

always comes by and patches up his bumps and 

bruises~ But will she be able to help him with his 

toughest test~ capturing a princess~ A wonderfully 

funny new story from the creators of The Gruffalo 

and Stick Man~ 

FW Hello Beaky~ Walker Books Ltd~ J~ Alborough ~2 Feb 1998~ ISSN~10~ 

0 	0744554861 

An egg tumbles down through the leaves and branches and shatters into 

pieces on the rain forest floor~ Out pops Beaky~ a creature with a bright 

blue beak~ furry flaps and a curly orange tail~ But what is he~ A frog~ A 

snake~ A fish~ Beaky is determined to find out~ 

1~~/ Alix~mugh 

Roxaboxen~ McLerran~ A~ ~1991~~ Roxaboxen~ ~B~ Cooney~ lllus~~~ New York~ NY~ HarperCollins~ 

Roxaboxen celebrates the imagination of children who~ no matter the time or place~ can create 

whole worlds out of what they find around them~~here~ rocks and boxes~ cacti and sand~ Marian and 

her friends find a ~special place~ in the desert where in time~honored fashion~ they play the games 

that will prepare them for their grown~up lives~ They make houses~ drive pretend cars~ bake bread~ 

ride stick ponies~ fight their wars and bury their dead~ Drawn from her mother~s reminiscences~ 

McLerran~s gentle text is both particular and universal~ as she fondly tells this evocative story~~~Of 

course~ if you broke the speed limit you had to go to jail~ The jail had cactus on the floor to make it 

uncomfortable~ and Jamie was the policeman~~ With its gently rolling terrain~ blossoming ocotillos 

and cacti~ and vast skies of ever~changing hues~ Cooney~s ~Hattie and the Wild Waves ~ Island Boy ~ 

desert is a wondrous and beauteous place~ The doll~like children in their knickers and sailor dresses 

emphasize the timelessness of this place where ~seasons changed~ and the years went by but 

Roxaboxen was always there~~ Ages 5~8~ 



~Publish Date~ 

Pebble~ Milord~ S~ ~2007~~ a stary about belonging~ New York~ 

NY~ Harper Collins Publishers~ 

One small~ smooth pebble is searching for something but doesn~t 

know what it is that it wants~ Through storms and sunny days~ 

the pebble is yearning for a purpose~ If it was larger it could be 

used to build a foundation~ If it was smaller~ it could become a 

sandcastle~ A boy goes to the beach with his family and is 

searching for the perfect souvenir of his day~ He passes up beach 

glass~ feathers~ and shells until he discovers the perfect small~ 

round~ smooth pebble~ It is warm in his hand and can be carried 

in his pocket~ The pebble realizes this is what it has been looking for also~ The pebble represents us 

as we look for our purpose on our journey through life~ This is a picture book with muted colours~ 

and easy to read text on each page~ This would be a good book to pair with a nonfiction title about 

rocks~ 



Each one of these can be for as long as you 

want~ Mix and match ~ you will know when 
the group is tired or fed up~ 

The weather conditions also need to be 

considered~ 

I 

Suitable clothing and footwear for the 

weather conditions~ 

COLD ~All in one suits can be purchased ~ 
these keep out the cold and wet~ 

~Hats keep in the body heat~ 
• Wellingtons 

• A flask with a warm drink 
HOT ~ Sun cream~ hat~ comfortable 
footwear~ cotton clothing~ 

~Flags or markers for boundaries 

~FirstAid kit 

~ Tarpaulin ~ for shelter ~rain/sun~ 
~t 	Hand washing equipment 

4*Alb~~ 

Forest Activities ~ EarlyYears 

~~~W ~rjr~ ~ Jj~ 

Risk assessment/Health and Safety 

Write a generic risk assessment for the activities you intend to do~ If in doubt ask a Forest 
School leader to come to your school and help you to set this up and choose a site~ You 

can amend this to reflect the weather conditions~ activities~ etc~ 

Each time you go out these are what you should be looking for~ 

Mark out the area with flags~ high visibility tape or fluorescent tape~Try to keep the area to a 

reasonable size ~ this can be increased as the children become used to being outside~ 

If the area is used by the public find a quieter area not walked through~ 

Walk over the area to check for broken bottles~ dog mess~ rabbit holes~ low branches~ litter~ 

plants ~~nettles~ fungi~ berries~~ etc~ Teach the children about these hazards over time~ 1~~ ~ 

I
Warm~up Activities 	

I 

~~~ 

4~4 

f 

Follow the Dragon 

Select a dragon ~ an adult to start with~ 
Line up one behind the other 

Follow and copy the actions of the dragon ~ a 
fast walk with stops and turns along the way~ 

including the following~ 

running on the spot to escape another dragon 

jumping high over a river 

dragon noise to scare the other dragon 

shh~ 

crawl on the ground 

Try to make these energetic on colder days~ It 

can also be played to bring the group together 

or to keep warm~ 

Animal Enclosure 

Think of a creature and keep it a secret~ 

When ready become your creature and see if anyone 

can guess what you are ~~~~~~ 

Have animal races ~~~~~ 
Who can jump the highest~ furthest~ ~~~~~~~ 
Who is the slinkyest~ 

Who can wag their tail~ 

Roar the loudest~~ 

Try animal tricks~~~ 
stand on one leg 

stand the tallest 

this is a good activity to introduce some yoga moves 

for children~ ~cat~ lion~ downward dog~~~ 

Parachute or tarpaulin games 

As a group hold the parachute~ 

~ Throw a handful of leaves onto the parachute or 
tarpaulin and see if the group can shake them off 

~ Call out two names from the group ~ they have to 
swap places ~it~s best to decide which way round they 

will go first ~ to avoid collisions~~ 

I ~ 

~

Shout out a colour from the parachute ~ eg~ red~ let 
go of the parachute and run around it until you get to 

~your starting poinL 

Sit under and ON the parachute ~ and see what 
patterns you can make with the canopy~ GL 

1~ 1 	~ ±_11UMWV 
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EarlyYears Forest Activities 	Early Years Forest Activities 

Kitchen Corner~ 

FeedingTime~ 	 You will find that this activity is a big hit with all groups~ 

el 	 r 	~~*~ e~ 	~~~Is 
el 

RiskAssessment 	Kit~ 	Time~ 	 RiskAssessment 	
Kit~ 	

Time~ 
a few balls of wool ~ 	10 ~ IS minutes~ 	 A box of old 

additions~ 	
varying colours~ 	~This can be made 	

additions~ 	saucepans~ frying 	As long as they 

check for low 	Cut or tear off 	more difficult by 	
Sharp objects in 	pans~ jugs~ wooden 	are interested ~ in 

lying branches ~ 	lengths of wool and 	using more~natural~ 	the soil ~stones~ 	spoons~ stirring 	fact you might 

especially at eye 	tie to branches of 	shades of wool and 	glass~~ 	implements~ kitchen 	have to tear them 

level~ 	trees~ 	would take longer to 	Dog mess 	knife an 
~ d 

fork~ 	away~ 

%% 	
easuring cups 
ag of sterilized soil 

~~~~1 

Object5o collect a~worm~ to feed your family~ 	
Skills~ Communication~ mixing and stirring~ cutting ~this is a great way of 

Skills~Teamwork~ colours~ tying a knot~ 	
learning how to use a pair of paper scissors~~ weighing~ measuring~ 

Pre paration~ Collect old saucepans~ etc~These could be kept under a shelter 

or in a storeroom~ If you think there may not be enough soil have a few 

Preparation~Tie short lengths of wool to branches~ trees~ stones~ etc~ 	
bags ready~ Also~ have some containers of water available~ 

Put into small groups each group select a colour of wool and a~home~ or 	
~ Build their own kitchen area with logs~ 

~ 

nest~~ Collect a stick about the length of one arm~ Either as a group or 	
~ Share out the~cooking~ equipment fiiirly~ 

individually find the~worms~ in the forest and tie to the stick~ 	
~ Start collecting the ingredients or Have the~shopping area~ ready ~ you 

Older children could have a balancing tree to cross or a crawl under log to 	
might want to have money ~e~g~~ pine cones~ and charge them for soil~ 

add to the difficulty~ Make it more difficult by using green~ brown or stone 	
water~ leaves~ etc~ Someone in the group may want to be the shopkeeper~ 

coloured wool~ 	
Start~cooking~ ~ 

Extras~ 

The ULTIMATE feeding time garne~~ 	
Invite someone to dinner 

Have some paper plates to serve up the dinner 

What do animals eat~ 	
Make cakes ~ with cake trays and silicone cases 

Find out what~real~ animals eat ~ each small group could work with a helper 	
Mix in herbs or other essences to add aroma 

and find out by asking questions~ ~~Does anyone here have a rabbit~ V 	
Have a set of scales to weight the ingredients 

does it eat~~~ or use a knowledge card or book~ 	
Garden herbs and essences make it 

smell good~ 
This is a good time to discuss plants like nettles ~what happens if you touch 	01~ 

Make fairy potions 
them~~~ fungi~ berries~ etc~ 	

Dragon grub 
As a group try to find as much food as possible ~try to be gentle on the 

worms~~ Look for pine cones~ nuts~ leaves~ etc~ Or invent an imaginary 

animal and collect food for it~ 

Wednesday~ 4 September 13 



EarlyYears Forest Activities 	Early Years Forest Activities 

Shhhhh It 
I f
v~~~ 
~ 	I 	~ ~ Sleeping dragons~ 	 Tall stories~ OW 	Choose someone to be a sleeping dragon and sit in a big circle around 

him or her~ The dragon closes their eyes ~or wears a blindfold~ and ki
% 	

Find a piece of~treasure~ in 
listens~You point to someone in the circle and see if they can creep up 	the forest~ e~g~ a leaf~ stone~ 
on the dragon~ 	 stick~Think of a story that 
This encourages the children to sit quietly and is good for calming down 	has something to do with 
after more rowdy activities~ 	 your object ~ it could be a 

magic stone or a fairy~s 
Variations~ 	 magic wand~ 
Place a piece of treasure ~a stick~ stone~ etc~ next to the dragon and 

see if they can capture it~ 	
r/ 	

Limit the amount of time the storyteller has by having a piece of 
~ Play this in an area with lots of fallen leaves~This makes it very difficult 	ribbon or wool and wind it round your finger or hand as you tell the 
to collect the treasure~ 	 story~ As soon as you run out of ribbon you must finish your story~ 
Sitting on a parachute also make it difficult~ 	 Use this at the end of your session to find out what 

~Try to roll or crawl along to get the treasure~ 	 they have enjoyed doing~ A short piece of ribbon will 
~ Have two or three people from the circle creeping in~ 	 keep it interesting~ It also gives you immediate feedback and 
~ A fun one for hot days ~~~~~~~~~~ ~The dragon has a fine mist plant spray~ 	you can alter other sessions to fit in with the group~ 
with a limited amount of water in it~ When they hear someone close 

they can spray~ Limiting the amount of water makes them more careful~ Another interesting way of getting feedback and bring a session to a 

close is to stand in a circle facing outwards ~ one at a time bend 

Make some NOISE~ 	 over and shout through your legs what you have enjoyed about the 

clay~You might be surprised by some of the answers~ 

Conclude your session with a sing song or~forest~ made band activity~ 

This brings the group together and ends the activity on a joyful note~ 	Read stories like ~Room on the Broom~ or the ~Gruffalo~ and act 

out the stories as you read~There are lots of other activities on the 

Make your own instruments~~~~ some suggestions~ 	 ~Gruffalo~ website~ Nursery Rhymes can also be told and doing the 

Two sticks rubbed or hit together~ 	 actions makes it more interesting and keeps them warm on a cold 

Leaves rustling 	 day~ 

Use the saucepans and frying pans from the mud pie activity and a 

stick to beat out a rhythm~ 	 Listening~ 
Use a cup and stones to make a shaker~ 	 In modern society there is very little time given to sitting quiet and 
Clapping warms up cold hands listening~This might take a little time to introduce but can be done in 

smaller groups~ Find a nice tree and sit under it~ Close your eyes and 
Sing songs with actions ~~If you~re happy and you know it~ clap your 	listen to the sounds around you~ You could have this as a memory 
hands~~ etc~ 	 game~ have Sound Cards ~see other worksheet~ or talk about the 
Singing on the way back to your home base will keep everyone 	sounds afterwards~ 
together~ active and interested~Try to learn a new song each time~ 

Wednesday~ 4 September 13 
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Worm~s eye view 	
Artistic Activities 

What~s it like to be a worm~ snail~ hedgehog or an insect that lives on the 	
Clear a small area on the forest floor and draw a picture with a stick~ 

forest floor~ 	
Or use a muddy patch to draw on~ 

crawl or slither across the ground~ 	
~ Draw faces and decorate with stones~ grass~ leaves~ twigs~~~ 

What does it feel like~ look like~ smell ~ Read a short dragon~ animal story and draw your own 
like or sound like~ 	 creature~ Or sculpt one out of mud or make your own play dough~This 

could be linked to the kitchen corner activity~ 
• What would you eat~ 	 Ingredients~ 
• do you make a sound~ 

	

	 1/2 cup salt 

1/2 cup water 
Follow up ideas~ 

~ make a model 	
I cup flour 
food dye 	 it~0 

~ draw a picture 	 ~Try to take this away with you to make sure dogs or other wildlife don~t eat 

* 
use a digital camera to take 	 it~ there is too much salt in it~~ It~s a great present to take home and 

photographs~You could use these in encourages them to be caring and gentle~ 
the classroom to do further activities~ 	 16 

jv 

~ build a small house for your model 46 

pine cone bird feeders ~ rub cold lard into a pine cone and then roll 
~ introduce words like shelter ~ what in bird seed~ Hang these in the forest~ 
does it mean~ Why do we need shelter~ 
Who are what are we sheltering from~ 	 memory sticks ~ find a short stick~ Use some of the wool from the 

~bird feeding game~~ Learn how to tie a knot~ or bow or just wrap around the 

wool to make a pattern~You can develop this into an activity diary~ For 
V 	 Fun activities ~ but messy~ 	 example~ if you did the bird feeding time activity you could wrap a few 

feathers around the stick and add some 

Having an all in one waterproof play suit and wearing old clothes 	Encourage the children to take this hom 
3L 

underneath prevents any problems with damage to clothing~ ~See 	done during the day~ 

Muddyfaces~com if you wish to purchase equipment~~ 

make a boat big enough to hold a 

~ jumping in puddles 	 few people ~or the whole group~~The 

* Draw a target on a tree or make a ring of stones and make some mud 	leader could read a story or poem 

balls to throw at it~ 	 about pirates or sailing~This could also 

• Make a mud slide 	 be a castle~ magic kingdom or fairy den~ 

• Muddy footsteps ~ make a trail and see if everyone can follow it by 
stepping into the same footprint 	 balancing ~ if there is a suitable 
• Handprints in the mud 	 branch lying on the ground see if they 

• crawlin 

	

	 can walk across it~Try to help each g through long grass 
~ Follow the leader through long grass~ 	 other by holding hands~ one on each 

V 	side at firs 
wi 0 
N~4 ~~ 
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EYFS BEST PRACTICE ~ 	~1 

All about~~~ 
rest ch ot 

The forest school approach is growing in popularity~ and it is taldng a variety of different formats 

as settings embrace it in ways that reflect their individual needs~ Nicole Weinstein explains 

F
orest schools and outdoor 

learning are becoming 

ever more popular across 

the UK~ with early years 

settings and schools so 

keen to ensure that chil~

dren are experiencing the awe and 

wonder of nature that they are rede~

veloping their outdoor spaces~ buying 

in forest school leaders and negotiat~

ing the use of local woodland~ After~

school and holiday clubs and family 

forest school drop~ins are also pop~

ping up across the country as demand 

from parents rises~ 

There are now more than 35 train~

ing providers on the GB Forest School 

Trainers Network~ and the Forest 

School Association ~FSA~ ~ the pro~

fessional body for forest schools set 

up in 2012 ~ estimates that about 

12~000 people have now gone through 

forest school training~ Many settings 

are forging ahead with their forest 

school programmes despite local 

authority cuts to these services~ 

Jon Cree~ chair of the FSA~ forest 

school trainer and leader~ says of the 

forest school ~movement~~ ~It amazes 

me that it~s still growing at such a 

rate because many of the leading 

local authorities in forest schools~ 

those that have embedded it into ea~

rly years system for years~ have either 

cut the service completely or are 

hanging on by the sldn of their teeth~~ 

The bigger challenge for some set~

tings is practitioner attitude~ rather 

than money~ he adds~ ~Forest school 

supports the Early Years Foundation 

Stage in a big way~ les all about child~

centred free play and getting Idds out~

doors~ Most of the early years settings 

we are in contact with are getting it 

right ~ they might have a stimulus or a 

plan for the session~ but they will aban~

don this if the children want to go 

down a different route~ The biggest 

barrier we find is getdng practitioners 

to go out in all weathers and having the 

right equipment to support this~~ 

WHATISTHE 

FORESTSCHOOL 

APPROACH~ T44 
Forest schools provide a 

specialised learning 

approach that offers children 

regular opportunities to achieve and 

develop confidence and self~esteem 

through hands~on learning experi~

ences in a woodland or natural envi~

romnent with trees~ 

The approach sits within and com~

pliments the wider context of outdoor 

and woodland education~ It has a 

common set of principles~ reviseci in 

2012 following consultation with the 

forest school community~ aimed at 

ensuring that all children experience 

the cumulative and lasting benefits 

that quality forest schools offer~ 

Mr Cree says~~The main changes to 

the ethos~ which was decided during 

the first national conference in 2002~ 

was to state that the forest school 

approach can take place in any ~natu~

ral environment with trees~~ not just 

woodland because woodland is often 

perceived as a mature natural forest  

whereas a local green space with trees 

can also support forest schools~ 

Mr Cree has worked for 15 years at 

Worcestershire County Council~s 

Environmental Education Centre~ 

The forest school approach has been 

running at the centre for the same 

number of years~ and the centre was 

also the base for local authority co~

ordination and support for forest 

schools in the county~ until 2013 

when the service was cut~ 	~1~ 
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relationship with the natural world 

and connect with it and to ultimately 

take care of it~ You caift do that uiiless 

you have a regular bond with it~~ 

LOCAL AUTHORITY UPDATE 
Up until 2012~ many local authorities 
in England had dedicated forest 

school co~ordinators who supported 

forest schools by providing advice~ 
training and continuing professional 

development~ resources~ specialist 

knowledge and a local network for 

practitioners to share practice~ 

In Wales and Scotland much of the 

support came from the respective 

assemblies through the Forestry 

Commission~ Worcestershire~ War~

wickshire~ Norfolk~ Dudley~ Hereford~

shire and Devon are all examples of 

local authorities that embedded the 

forest school philosophy into their 

early years system for years but have 

all cut the service since 2010~ 

Forest school co~ordinators in 

these areas have either been made 

redundant~ or if that role was as 

an advisor the role no longer 

exists~ There is also no longer any 

support for training~ there are no 

EYFS BEST PRACTICE 

He shares some of his observa~

tions~ ~I recently worked with a group 
of Reception children at a rural pri~

mary school~ One boy made his feel~

ings of connection with nature 

abundantly clear by showing me his 
~be tree~~ the place where~ in his 

words~ he could siinpIy be ~ incredi~
ble for a four~year~old~ 

~rhis is a great example of how the 

risks involved may not just be physi~

cal~ they can also be emotional~ In one 

scene~ some boys and girls were acting 

out an improvised wedding scene 

complete with mud pie cake~ The 

~couple~ had a row and called it off at 

the last minute ~ quite a daring and 
emotionally risky activity for a mixed~

gender group~ especially given that it 

was a Church of England sdiool~ ~ 
The children~s engagement in 

their projects point to a deeper sense 

of themselves~ a sense of place and a 

meaningftil connection with the nat~

ural world~ 

~Educators can see their children~s 

confidence growing through the ses~

sions~ for instance~ one boy who has a 

stammer in class was speaking com~

pletely clearly when he was outdoors~~ 

OUTDOOR LEARNING 
The phrase~forest school~was coined 

by staff at Bridgwater College after a 
visit to Denmark in 1993~ It is not a 
trademarked name and any setting 

can legally call itself a forest school~ 

~~0 

X 

A~~ 

A 
4r 

lt~~~ 7 

whether or not it has had formal 

training or is a member of the FSA~ 
V 

However~ the FSA and its members 
believe that the name~ forest school~ 

should be preserved for the purpose 

that it was intended~ to run sessions 

in the woodland following the forest 

school philosophy~ with a Level 

3~trained leader~ on a long~term~ 

ongoing basis~ 

Mr Cree says~ ~There are many dif~ At Ref tections 

ferent types of outdoor learning~ all Nurseries~ children 

of which provide fantastic experi~ split Into groups 

ences for children and young people dependingon 

~ from gardening projects to bush~ what activities 

craft clubs~ Practitioners might also I lnterestthem 

take children out to the woods fora 

six~week period to take part in woo 

land experiences that are similar to 

some forest school sessions~ ~ 
But the message from the FSA is 

clear~ ~Don~t call yourself a forest 

school if you~re not at least doing 

this long term and worldng towards 

a leamer~centred approach~ If you~re 

just going out for six sessions~ it~s 

not necessarily forest school~ it~s 

outdoor learning~ 

~There~s a big difference and everym 

one who goes through the training 

always says~ ~You~re right~ after six ses~ ~Forest School 
sions we~re just starting to get towards is a learning 
that learner~centred approach and procp~ssthat 
getting them to build a strong rela~ lsalsoabout 
tionship with the wood and actually trying to 
starting to take care of the woodland~~ 

bultd a better 
~But we understand that settings 

relationship have got to start somewhere~ Fo 	e~ 

r Mforest school is a learning Process with the 
is also about trying to build a better natural world~ 
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Alf reton Nursery Schoot notes that children often become engrossed In outdoor activities 

THE REGGIO EMILIA APPROACH 

EYFS BEST PRACTICE 

local authority forest school leaders 

and there is no mandate to support 

schools~ 

According to the FSA~ Oxfordshire 

is still running a service and Derby~

shire~ Shropshire~ SandweR and CaTn~

bridgeshire are stfll employing forest 

school co~ordinators and leaders that 

work to support forest school practi~

tioners and settings in their respec~

tive local authorities~ 

Bradford Metropolitan District 

Council~ on the other hand~ has a 

slightly different approach to most 

other local authorities in the way that 

its forest school services are man~

aged~ Although the service faces the 

same budgetary cuts~ its forest school 

support originates from a playwork 

pot of money 

As a result~ the district has out~

sourced the majority of its forest 

school activity to Bradford~based 

charity Bradford Community Envi~

ronment Project ~BCEP~~ which 

launched a forest school strategy in 

2012~ an information~sharing web~

site~ information sessions and train~

ing for new forest school leaders~ 

Jennifer Scott~ play and learning 

team leader for BCEP~ says~~This year 

we have provided more than 170 for~

est school sessions to more than 

1~000 children~ These have been to 

the voluntary and community sector~ 

children centres~ schools and open 

access holiday schemes~ These are 

funded through the counefl~ schools 

directly or other trust funds~~ 

To increase the number of forest 

schools sessions delivered~ the local 

authority has comniissioned BCEP to 

provide more free forest schools 

activity in areas of need~ working 

with six schools and four children~s 

centres in disadvantaged areas~ tar~

geting vulnerable children~ hard~to~

reach groups and groups that have 

not previously been involved in forest 

school ~ a further 313 children in 

total~ This is on top of the local 

authority~s team of Level 3 forest 

school~trained playworkers who~ 

between Aprfl and September 2014~ 

provided 40 free open~access forest 

schools sessions~ working with 685 

children in five venues across the dis~

trict~ as well as offering more struc~

tured programmes to schools and 

out~of~school childcare providers~ 

CASESTUDIES~ 

OUTDOOR CURRICULUM 

Setting~ Alfreton Nursery Sdiool~ a 

loo~place local authority nursery 

school in Derbyshire~ ~l~ 

Setting~ Reflections Nursery 

and Forest School~ Worthing~ 

Sussex~ 
Forest se~lng~ Private 

woodlands~ ~eased for E50 a 

year~ 20~minute drive away~ 

Access~ Three aduits and 

12 two~ to four~year~olds 

access the site f ive times a 

week~ arriving at 9~30am and 

returning by 12~45pm~ f ram 

September to July~ 

History~ Set up In 2009~ 

~We have our own approach 

to forest school~~explains 

Martin Pace~ director of 

Reflections Nurseries~~It~s 

not forest school In the 

traditional sense because 

we virtuaily never direct 

children to activities tike 

clay Imprinting or too~ 

work~ unless they ask~ and 

we rarely have a fire with 

marshmallows~~ 

~We call it forest school 

because It~s clearer for the 

parents to understand~ but 

what we do In the forest Is 

what we do Indoors~ attow the 

chi~dren to lead and pick up 

threads of enquiry and report 

back to children and parents 

and see where they lead~ 

~For example~ we frequently 

f ind dead birds and foxes and  

the children engage a lot with 

this and have theories about 

what~s happened to them~ 

They like to build shelters for 

them~ Back at the nursery 

these themes are picked up 

on and we build dens for the 

dead animals or the chi~dren 

wrap each other up tike they 

wrapped up the animals~ 

~We usually have a theme 

for the session~ which could 

be catching witches or magic~ 

When we arrive at the camp 

the chitdren immediately go 

to the swings~ climb trees~ 

hunt for twigs~ find places to 

explore that interest them~ 

and start to engage with 

nature~ We then sptit them 

Into groups ~ some might 

try to catch the witch~ others 

might create a tunnel or buitd 

a den~ and some might try to 

tramp on the mammoths~ 

The aduits stand back and 

take notes and photos and 

then the session continues~ 

~Our phitosophy Is based 

on the Reggio Emilia 

approach and we believe all 

children have the right to be 

understood as Individuals 

andtobegiventimeand 

opportunityto devetop as 

creative~ competent learners 

in a secure and Inspiring space~ 

with lots of access to the 

outdoors~ We took at theories 

and continual lines of enquiry~ 

~I did forest schooi training 

because I wanted to make 

sure that I could keep the 

chitdren safe and warm~ We 

atso have a futt~time Level 3 

forest schooL teader and two 

other members of staff that 

are forest~schoot trained~ 

~The training helps deveLop 

an awareness of how to 

handLe risk better~ For 

example~ there~s lots of f lint 

In our woodland~ so when 

children are ctimbing trees 

the biggest concern is not 

how they get down but what 

they might fail onto~ Staff will 

atways kick away ftint before 

chitdren climb up the tree~ 

~For us~ forest school has 

become a phltosophical 

approach rather than a 

methodology~ It~s just 

about getting outdoors and 

experiencing imaginative 

play~ finding places to hide~ 

and feeting and experiencing 

nature and the seasons~ 

• www~reftectionsnurseries~ 

muk 

• I Love Forest School 

by Martin Pace 

~Featherstone Education~ 
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Alf reton has a 

lacewinghouse 

~above~~ and puppets 

are important for 

shy children ~above 

right~~ children get 

Involved In ~teddy 

stlnging~ at Grade 

Ruan Under~Fives 

~below~ 

Forest setting~ Two dedicated for~

est school gardens attached to the 

nursery garden~ 

Access~ Two adults and up to 14 

three~ to four~year~olds access the 

site for 20 forest school sessions~ on 

a morning or in afternoon session 

once a week~ 

History~ Set up 11 years ago~ firstly 

taldng children and their families to a 

local woodland site~ In 2012~ the 

nursery developed an on~site area for 

forest school~ and then bought more 

land adjoining the site to further 

extend the forest school experience~ 

Five members of staff now have forest 

school qualifications ~ two at Level 2 

and three at Level 3~ 

lemons to make more lemonade~ The 

chddren also had to find Maisy Mouse~ 

who was hiding up in the tree and 

problem~solve how to get her down~ 

This extended into the mud Idtchen 

where we collected natural resources 

and made sparldy lemonade~~ 

Although the activities have been 

planned~ Laura Dolby~ nursery teach~

er and forest school leader~ points out 

that if children want to take their 

leaming in a different direction~ that 

is also celebrated~ ~They have lots of 

free exploration time~ but we find that 

some children need a hook to draw 

them in~ particularly as they~re not in 

this environment every day~~ she says~ 

Staff carry out a knowledge and 

sIdEs audit at the start of the 20~week  

programme where progress and 

achievements are measured~ Families 

are encouraged to join in the experi~

ence with their children~ 

In the fourth term~ the Eteracy tar~

gets are also taken outdoors and 

children are invited to take part in 

activities that complement the 

week~s learning~ For example~ there 

is a story about a puppet caUed Wal~

ly~ who introduces the~c~sound~ This 

mischievous puppet has been camp~

ing and bumped into Claudia Cow~ 

In the forest school session Ms Dol~

by sets up a camp~ hides the letter ~c~ 

and a soft toy cow around the wood~

land~ and the children get involved 

in all sorts of activities like cutting 

carrots and courgettes to make soup 

on the fire~ 

~It~s proven that chfldren are more 

likely to retain information if they 

learn outdoors and we certainly see 

evidence of this~~ explains Ms Dolby~ 

Outdoor leaming is a huge part of the 

nursery provision at Alfreton Nursery 

School~ Before starting the forest 

school sessions in the third term~ the 

three~year~olds have already spent 

much of their time outside exploring 

and interacting with a wide range of 

habitats and nawral spaces~ 

~We link the forest school sessions 

with the topics that we are focusing 

on in the nursery~~ explains Louise 

Ashmore~ nursery nurse and forest 

school leader~ ~The younger children 

go into Granny Greenwood~s garden~ 

which is named after a puppet that 

the chfldren think lives there~ 

~For their literacy targets~ we plan 

the session about the book of the week 

When we did Maisy Makes Lemonade~ 

we had laminated pictures of lemons 

with the numbers one to 20 hidden 

around the woodland and we set up a 

number line to help Maisy find her 
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outdoor learning and 

wanted to go outdoors more~ 

In response~ I appointed a 

teaching assistant dedicated 

to outdoor learning~ I paid 

for her to have forest school 

Level 3 training and gave 

her E2~000 to set up and 

resource the Initiative with 

outdoor ciothlng~ welties~ 

waterproof s~ hats~ tools and 

all the necessities~ 

~But last year my leader 

wanted to do more 

adventurous things In the 

woodtand~ like fire buitding 

and whittling with knives~ 

The sessions were so popular 

with the chitdren that I~ve 

appointed an assistant to 

work with her~ 

~The forest school teader 

works closely with teachers 

across the schoot and links 

in outdoor art and science 

with topics that the teachers 

are working on ~ so as wet~ 

as having time to explore 

nature~ the learning ilnks In 

with the curricutum~ 

I 
EYFS BEST PRACTICE I 	

I 

~It~s vital for boys~ in particular~ who 

relate to this fortn of learning~ 

~We also have dirnbing t~ees~ a pond 

and tools and we make soup~ pizzas 

and popcom on the fire~ and the chil~

dren whittle wood with potato peelers~~ 

Laura has been running forest 

school sessions for 11 years~ ~I observe 

children who are quiet in the nursery 

who come alive in the woodland~ I 

see children with limited concentra~

tions spans who can easfly spend 20 

minutes engrossed in a forest school 

activity~ The puppets are hugely 

important for some children~ who 

may be shy talidng to adults or peers 

but will want to share their forest 

experiences with the puppet~ 

~We observe changes in the chil~

dren~s physical sUls~ their ability to 

problem~solve~ their confidence to 

interact with each other and commu~

nicate and their resihence as individ~

uals~ This approach to learning has a 

huge positive impact on the chfldreWs 

emotional well~being and how they 

translate this into their nursery leam~

ing~ These experiences are shared 

with enthusiasm at home and are also 

uploaded on our nursery Facebook 

pages~ The forest school experiences 

have a lasting impact on the memo~

ries of the chfldren and their families~ 

• www~alfreton~derbyshiresch~ukI 

home 

• wwwfiacebook~comlpagesl 

Alfteton~Nursery~SchooV 

353612121394444 

THERURALAPPROACH 
Setting~ Grade Ruan Under~Fives in 

Ruan Nbnor~ a 20~place not~for~profit 

nursery in The Lizard~ Cornwall~ 

Forest setting~ National Trust~

owned valley woodland with public 

access~ a 20~minute walk from the 

setting~ 

Access~ Four adults and up to eight 

children access the site once a week~ 

arriving at 9~30am and retuming by 

12pm~ For children aged two to four~ 

History~ Set up 18 months ago~ 

Grade Ruan Under~Fives is a pack~

away nursery set in the local village 

hall~ Despite being surrounded by 

fields and countryside~ the setting has 

very limited outdoor space~ 

Sarah Henn~ director of Miracle 

Wood and a forest school leader who 

runs a weekly forest school session 

with the children at Poltesco ~ a 

now disused but previously busy 

19th~century serpentine harbour ~ 

says~ ~Some of the children I work 

LytTl ~ 1014 =5~71411~10100FAtla =641iff 

Setting~ Renhold VC Lower 

Schoot~ a 176~ptace local 

authority~maintained 

school~ in Bedfordshire~ with 

five classes from Reception 

to Year 4 and a pre~schoot~ 

Forest settlng~ A small 

enclosed area in one corner 

of the school field~ where a 

nature area with a pond has 

been created~ A footpath 

at the side of the schoot 

leads Into a wood~ which a 

locat landowner has given 

permission to walk In~ 

Access~ Ten children f rom 

each of the five classes 

have a session each day~ 

so each child goes for a 

two~hour afternoon session 

once every three weeks~ 

Pre~school and Reception 

classes go out In week~tong 

blocks each hatf term~ 

History~ Set up two years 

ago~ The school has Invested 

in a dedicated forest school 

leader~ an outdoor tearning 

assistant and an outdoor 

classroom~ 

Two years ago~ head teacher 

Jane Ferguson implemented 

a forest school programme 

across the whote schoot~ 

f rom nursery to Year 4~ 

She says~~I had to 

complete a pupit voice for 

my Primary Science Quality 

Mark Gold Award~ All the 

pupils said that they loved 

with in Comwall are growing up on 

farms and are used to being outdoors~ 

However~ they see the outdoors as a 

place to work and not play~ They are 

outside bringing the cows in or sit~ 

ting in the tractor while their parents 

work with industrial machinery~ As a 

result~ they have not connected with 

nature~ However~ they are very adept 

at working with tools~ so I tailor the 

sessions accordingly~~ ~One of the 
At the base in Poltesco~ the children major benefits 

choose their oAm boundaries for how of getting 
far they feel safe exploring away from 

children out for 
the central fire pit~ Ms Henn says~~It~s 

forest schooi interesting to see how the children~s 

confidence grows over time~ At first~ sessions is 
they will place their flag~ which marks language 
how far they want to go on their own~ development~ 

Ir 

2N~ 

~We find that children 

are working better in teams~ 

they can problem~solve~ 

they have more respect 

for and knowledge of 

nature~ they are more 

risk~aware and they have 

more understanding of 

how to keep themselves 

safe~ They are able to see 

for themselves the awe and 

wonder of nature~ 

~Ali the children are using 

hand toots~ and with this 

comes ruies~ We betieve that 

the forest school approach 

benefits all age groups~ not 

just the younger children~ 

~Children at the age of 

six~ seven and eight are 

developing their physical 

skilts so their tool~ use is more 

sophisticated~ Chi~dren need 

to ~earn to take risks~ It is one 

of the best Initiatives we have 

implemented at the school~~ 

9 wwwrenholdbeds~sch~ukl 

classeslforest~schoolsoaa 

behind them~ This graduafly moves a 

few steps further back and then may~

be 10 or 20 yards further away after 

five or six weeks~ 

~There~s often a bit of education 

needed here for practitioners~ who 

may want to step in and help them~ 

but it~s important for them to see that 

that children can work out for them~

selves how to be safe~ 

~The sessions are very child~led~ but 

we usuaRy have some structure at the 

start~ For example~ we often split into 

groups~ Some might go teddy slinging~ 

where they catapult teddies through 

the trees with a large piece of elastic~ 

some collect sticks for the fire~ and 

others might use the tools~ I incorpo~

rate areas of the curriculum into ~0~ 
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my sessions~ so when hunting for 

sticks~ I wiU ask them to find five sticks 

as long as their arm~ and three as long 

as their hand~ so we incorporate 

ntuneracy work During the free~time 

session~ the children~s imaginations 

usuaUy runs wild~ Recently~ a group of 

five children found a log~ attached 

rope to it and dragged it around the 

woods~ declaring~ ~We~re taking log 

dog for a walk~~ 

~Forest school is also about giving 

children opportunities to break up 

their learning into small~ achievable 

chunks~ if we~re making something 

with tools~ I will make sure they 

achieve one sIdU one week and anoth~

er the next week~ 

www~miraclewood~org~uk 

wwwrtationaltrust~org~ukl 

lizard~and~kynance~covelthings~to~

see~and~dolvi~~w~pagelitem9562621 

URBAN APPROACH 
Setting~ Osbome Nursery Sdiool~ a 

120~place nursery based in Erding~

ton~ Bimiingham~ 

Forest setting~ A smaH area on the 
edge of the site~ 

Access~ Two adults and up to is 
three~ to four~year~olds access the site 

for morning or afternoon sessions 

once every two weeks~ 

History~ Set up in 2007 with a pilot 
and was so successful that three 

members of staff are now trained as 

Level 3 forest school leaders~ 

Many of the children who attend 

Osbome Nursery School live in high~

rise flats without gardens~ They are 

from mixed social and ethnic back~

grounds and 40 per cent have Eng~

lish as an additional language~ 

~One of the major benefits of get~

ting our children out for forest school 

sessions is language development~ 

explains Sharon Eeles~ acting head 

teacher~ 

~We have a lot of children with 

speech and language problems or 

very little English~ We have children 

who doet say anything all day in the 

nursery~ but when they get outside 

the excitement of seeing a worm  

makes them string whole sentences 

together~~ 

Confidence more generally is 

another benefit~ especially for chil~

dren who don~t thrive in the class~

room~ Ms Eeles says~~Some children 

are the fastest to get dressed for forest 

school or the best at building dens~ 

It~s these things that help build their 

confidence~~ 

When Ms Eeles undertook her for~

est school training and had the idea 

to develop the long~ narrow piece of 

~dead space~ that separated the main 

road from the nursery school into a 

space for forest school~ she was ini~

tially met with reluctance ~ and 
resistance ~ from parents and staff~ 

~Parents wanted to know why chil~

dren were going out in all weathers 

and coming back dirty~ and what they 

got out of it~~ she explains~ ~I held 

workshops where I discussed the 

ethos of forest school and the benefits 

to children~ and showed them pic~

tures of chUdren enjoying themselves~ 

~The staff were also reluctant to go 

out in the cold weather~ But once we 

READEROFFER 

Developing a Forest 

School in Early Years 

Provision by Katherine 

Mitchem~ Jenny Doyle 

~09~99~ Practicat 

Pre~School Books~~ 

provides essential 

guidance on how to 

start~ the equipment 

and training needed~ 

where to gain support 

or f unding~ and how 

to involve parents or 

colleagues~ Nursery 

World readers can 

get 10 per cent off the 

price by quoting the 

code NWDFS~ Buy it 

by emalting orders@ 

practicalpreschoot 

books~com or calling 

01722716935 

THE MONTESSORI APPROACF~ 

Setting~ High Elms Manor 

School~ Watford~ Hertfordshire~ 

Forestsetting~ A 20~acre 

woodland on the school site~ 

Access~ Four staff members 

and an externat forest school 

leader for up to 20 children in 

three age groups ~three to six~ 

six to nine and nine to 11 years~~ 

One~hour sessions~ once a 

week for each age group~ 

History~ Set up four years ago~ 

When chitdren arrive at the 

woods fortheir weekty session~ 

they start with a safety game~ 

such as Stop~ 

Down the Woods director 

Carotine Langley~ who provides 

forest school sessions to High 

Elms and other settings across 

Hertfordshire~ says~~We taik 

about why it~s important to 

stop in case they ever have to 

stop quickly to avoid fatting In a 

hole or bumping into a tree~ 

Chitdren then sit on the togs 

and talk about the things they 

can do in the woods that day~ 

They can build dens~ swing on 

the ropes~ play hide and seek~ 

hunt for worms and bugs with  

magnifying 

giasses~ dig for 

treasure in the 

earth~ birdwatch 

with binoculars~ 

orgotothe 
climbingtree~ 

where they try 

to ctimb higher 

than the previous 

week~There~sa 

meadowwitha 

large tree that~s 

fatten down and 

the chitdren often go for walks 

here and climb under or over 

the tree and hunt for bugs~ 

At the end of each session~ 

there is a made~up story by 

a woodland eif puppet~ who 

often introduces the children 

to an activity ~ for example~ 

how to make a bird out of clay 

or a bead necklace out of elder~ 

In the winter they build fires 

and at the end of each term 

the chitdren cook pancakes~ 

marshmallows and soup on 

the fire for a celebration feast~ 

Ms Langley exptains~~It~s a 

very child~led approach~ I~m 

here to help and advise the  

chi~dren on their chosen 

path in the wood~ If they~re 

on the climbing tree I won~t 

telt them they are too high~ I 

might off er suggestions about 

a branch that~s bendy and 

advise them to not step on It 

because it might break~ 

~I work with children from 

three to 11 and I~ve seen them 

become more confident in 

the woods and In their daily 

lives~ One chitd who was so shy 

recently led the fire lighting~ He 

knew what he needed and how 

to organise his classmates 

to coliect the wood~ It~s 

amazing to see their skills and 

confidence devetoping~  

~t2 

Liadain O~Neitt~ partner 

at the school~ says~~The 

experiences are hotistic~ 

giving children opportunities 

to gain more confidence~ to 

collaborate and work as a 

team~ develop physicalty and 

have an increased awareness 

and understanding of and 

respect for the environment~ 

More Information 

• www~downthewoods~org 

• wwwhighelmsmanor 

school~com 
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Children at Osborne make~f airy soup~ with Items they have cotiected 

EYFS BEST PRACTICE 

invested in the right clothing and they 

felt wanner~ they began to see the ben~

efits and after a year the concept sold 

itself~ Now aU the staff are eager to vol~

unteer to go into the forest school to 

replace someone who is off sick~ And 

for the parents~ it~s just accepted as 

part of the nursery offering~ 

~Our area iset large~ but we fit a lot 

into it~ There~s a circled seating area 

of 20 logs that we sit on for snacks 

and that the children like to walk and 

jump on~ There~s a large bush that 

children crawl through and like to 

hide in when we play One Two Three~ 

Where Are You~ We~ve created a dig~

ging area with a mud kitchen~~ we 

have a large old sink that we use as a 

pond so that children can see frog 

spawn~ we have a fire area where we 

cook marshmaUows and popcom~ 

~We also do tool work ~ we work 

with bow saws on a one~on~one 

basis~ we make necklaces and wind 

chimes with wood~ we listen to sto~

ries like Stick Man and make stick 

men out of wood~ We have large bits 

of wood for den building and we use 

tarpauhn and bungees~ 

~In autumn we use the leaves to 

make rainbows~ we make fairy soup 

in big buckets with water and treas~

ures that we~ve collected~ Mud paint~

ing is one of the childreWs favourite 

activities and they like to paint the 

tirees and leaves~ 

~Because they are out all year they 

leam about the seasons~ For exarnple~ 

we have a lot of snowbeny bushes~ In  

the sunimer~ we watch the bees flock to 

the flowers on the bushes~ in the 

aumm we leam not to eat the white 

berries that appear~ and in the winter 

the bushes becomejust sticks~ The dffl~

dren see first~hand how the weather 

and plants change ffimughout the year~~ 

o www~osbomenurseryschooLco~uk 

AWALKTOTHEWOODS 

Setting~ Mains Farm House Nurs~

ery~ a 34~place private nursery in 

Chester~le~Street town centre~ County 

Durham~ 

Forest setting~ TWenty to 30 min~

utes walk from the nursery~ A local 

authority~owned site with public 

access~ behind the local cricket 

ground~ 

Access~ Four adults and up to eight 

children access the site~ arriving at 

loam and returning by 12am~ Ses~

sions are for pre~school children from 

three to four years~ Visit at least once 

every two weeks~ Sessions become 

more frequent in spring and summer~ 

History~ Set up four years ago~ 

When Mains Farm House Nursery 

first started taking children to the 

woods four years ago~ the children 

used to hop on the local bus to explore 

the woodlands at the top of the steep 

hill~ But two years ago~ those running 

the nursery decided to look for an 

altemative site~ 

Manager and co~owner Maureen 

Sheekey says~ ~Access to the site was 

11~rr 
MORE 

INFORMATION 

• ~All about 

forest schoots~ 

~2010~~www~ 

nurseryworld~co~uk/ 

nursery~world/ 

feature/1094543/ 

eyfs~practice~

about~forest~

schools 

• Bradford District 

Councitforest 

school strategy 

2014~2017~ http~// 

bradfordforest 
schools~co~uk/ 

wp~content/ 

uptoads/2014/11/ 

Bradford ~Forest~

Schoot~strategy~

documen~~pdf 

• Bradford Community 

Envlroi 

Project~ www~bcep~ 

org~uk/home 

• Forest schoot 

principles ~which 

were updated 

in 2012~~ www~ 

forestschoot 

association~org/ 

full~principles~and~

criteria~for~good~

practice 

• Forestry 

Commission~ www~ 

forestry~gov~uk 

• FSA~ www~ 

forestschoot 

association~org 

• GB Forest School 

Trainers Network~ 

www~forestsc hoot 

association~org/ 

gb~forest~sc hoot~

trainers~network~

and~the~fsa 

• Muddy Faces forest 

school resources~ 

www~muddyfaces~ 

co~uk/forest~

school~c~3~htmi 

I Mains Farm lets 

chlidren choose to 

either take part In 

i planned activites or 

just explore 

limited at cer~tain times of the 
y and we wanted to be able to take Z~ 

dren out year~round~ Our new site is a 
I 
larger area with huge trees~ a boggy 

area~ long grass and there are sculp~

tures of wooden animals dotted 

around~ The children love going to 

these sessions~ They enjoy the sounds 

of nature~ away from the urban 

sounds of traffic~~ 

When children arrive in the woods 

they get the chance to either take part 

in the planned activities or just 

explore the envirorunent~ 

Jane Forster~ deputy manager~ 

says~ ~We often get children familiar 

with a story in the nursery and then 

extend the ideas in the woods~ For 

example~ with We~re Going on a Bear 

Hunt~ we act out plodding through 

the streain and running through the 

wavy grass~ We sometimes take musi~

cal instruments and make sounds 

with those we find in the natural 

environment ~ banging on the trees 

with sticks or rustling the leaves~ We 

do creative activities like leaf rubbing 

and mark making with sticks~ And 

the children just Ue to explore ~ they 

love to jump on the molchifls or look 

for tadpoles in the boggy area~ It~s a 

wonderful chance to get some fresh 

air and connect with nature~ 

All the practitioners who go to the 

woods have had in~house forest school 

training from the manager~ who has 

had Level 1 forest sdlool training with 

Mindstretchers~ paid for by the local 

authority~ and co~owner Lianne Dix~

on~ who has a Level 2 forest school 

qualification with Archirnedes~ 

o www~mainsfi~u7nhousenursery~co~uk N 
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outdoor 
I 

learni 
pacl< 



The type of outdoor leaming described in this pack is something quite different from 

outdoor pursuits~~ It is not rock~climbing or kayaking~ It is about taking your no~rmal 

everyday curriculum and teaching it outside~ The outdoor areas you use could be very close 
to the school and within walking distance ~ it might be the school grounds~ a local park or a 

nearby patch of woodland~ So~ no long bus joumey~ no cost and no high~iisk activity~ 

I 	Getting Outside the Classroom 

2 	Feeling at Home in the OutdoOT Classroom 

3 	Making Outdoor Teaching Easier 

4 	Longridge Primary School Case Study ~Part 1~ 

5 	Longridge Primary School Case Study ~Part 2~ 

6 	Starting in the Classroom 

7 	Starting in the Classroom 

8 	Getting there ~~~ ~and back again~~ 

9 	Getting there ~~~ ~and back again~~ 
10 Getdng to Know the T~ees 

11 Animal Homes 

12 Minibeasts in Your lYees 

13 Numeracy 

14 Literacy 

15 Art or Science~ 

16 WildArt 

17 Word Art 

18 Evaluation 

ig Assessment for Leaming 

2o Follow~up Opportunities 

21 Gaelic & Modem Language lYee Names 

22 Outdoor Classroom Resources 

2~3 The Four Capacities in the Outdoor Classroom 

24 The Curriculum for Excellence in the Outdoor Classroom ~Part 1~ 

2 ~~~ The Curriculum for Excellence in the Outdoor Classroom ~Part 2~ 

26 Outdoor Classroom Risk Assessment 

Daily Hazard Tick List 

This pack is a result of working closely with primary school teachers in West Lothian who are dedicated 

to removing barriers to using the outdoor classroom~ Thanks go to all the teachers and schools who have 

contributed to this work through their time~ expertise and honesty~ 



~O~e~ 
I 

eft9in ouAEsic e 
the cl assroom 
Planning an outdoor lesson is done in the same way 
as inside the classroom~ 

introduction ~hook~~ 

introduce the topic in the classroom with an activity that promotes interest 

and intrigue in what is to come ~see page 6/7~ 

g~~ 	I Joumey Out ~starter~~ 
W 

simple~ hands~on ambulatory activities create the right mood within the group 

for leaming outdoors~ whilst also raising awareness of the natural environment 

and introducing the main topic ~see pages 8/9~ 

Main ActMty ~development~~ 

a~hub~activity isjust like a~carpet~ activity indoors~ where you ask the group 

to spread out from a central point to do the activity and then return to you at 

the end ~see pages lo ~ 19~ 

Reflection /Sharing ~evaluation/assessment~~ 

give the children a chance to share with others the things they have leamed 

or achieved~ It~s also an opportunity to evaluate the leaming and challenge 

any misperception ~see page 18/ig~ 

Joumey Back ~plei~tary~~ 

reinforce leaming on the walkbackto school ~see page 8/9~ and 

then follow~up in the classroom ~see page 20~ 

Ar~~~~yrnpcbPc~ 17n~ rtTfdnr~r Tn~ ~~T~~irp itirliide 

Earth Education by Steve Van Matre Flow Leaming by Joseph Cornell 

woodlandtrust~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 



Emergency 
procedures ~i~e~ fire~ 

Chairs & tables 

Prepared paper materials 

Warynth 
~radiators~ 

First aid kit 

Emergency procedures 
~i~e~ missing person~ 

sit~mats on the ground 

Found natural niaterials 

Warmth 
~appropriate clodiing~ 

First aid kit 

Risk assessed & managed Risk assessed & managed 

Planned lessons 

Toilets 

Agreed expectations ~ 
golden rules & procedures 

Staff ratios = low 

Evaluation 

Assessment 

Strategies for rewarding 
and managing behaviour 

Help/phone nearby 

I Closed~ predictable 
environment 

Childreres parents and 
teaching assistants 
feel uncomfortable 

Planned lessons & routes 

Bushes ~away from water 
source & worldng area~ 

Agreed expectations ~ 
golden rales & procedures 

Staff ratios = higher 

Evaluation 

Assessment 

Strategies for rewarding 
and managing behaviour 

Mobile phone or 
2~wayradios 

Open environment 

ChildreiVs parents and 
teaching assisunts 
feel uncomfortable 

fee I in gat horrie ~In th e r~#ot~d oogr c I a ssroom 
The beauty of teaching outdoors is that the children often do not perceive it as 

~leaming~ and yet they leam some of their most valuable lessons there~ The lack 

of walls means that they feel less inhibited ~ both physically and mentally ~ and it 

allows them to join up their thinking by applying it in a real~world context~ 

Indoor vs Outdoor classroom techniques 

indoor 	Outdoor 	Notes 

Walls 	Set clear physical boundaries Plan your route and know where you will have space to stop and circle up the 
class~ VistWise your ownboundaries~ and then define the edges of your 
teaching area verbally or using physicaI markeis ~i~e~ tie tape around some trees~~ 

Agree a meeting point and what to do~ ErLsure aH staff and cllildren are aware 
of these~ Know where the access points would be for emergency vehicles~ 

Stops shuffling feet~ 

lWigs~ faRen leaves~ stones~ earth~ rain ~~~ the list is endless~~ 

Get a bank of clothing in school ~ buy waterproofs~ weRies and warm gear or ask 
for parents to donate old articles of clothing~ 

Be aware of any relevant medical irLformation ~ i~e~ tree nut allergies~ hayfever etc~ 
Take a rucksack witit First aid ldt~ water~ mobile phone ~check reception~~ 
emergency contact numbers ~inc~ all adult helpers mobile numbers in case groups 
separate~~ risk assessment and hazard tick list ~pageS 26 & 27 of this pack~~ 

As usual for off~site visiu ~ Tisk assess site~ route and acdvtty beforehand~ 
Complete last minute hazard tick list on the day as a final check~ Check your 
schools chilcLadult ratio~ 

Good planrdng is the key~ 

Ensure children are prepared~ that they know how long they wiH be out and that 
there will be NO TOILETS~~ 

Setting expectations together beforehand will increase enjoyment for you 
and your class~ Involve other staff as well as the cluldren~ 

Get supportive parents on board ~ as with the children~ this will engage some 
that indoor teaching doesret As us~~ ensure they are checked through 
Disclosure or PVG Scheme~ 

See page iB of this pack for ideas~ 

See page 19 of this pack for ideas~ 

Be clear about how you will respond to all behaviours to ensure consistency 
and faimess~ Share your strategy with other adults as well the childreTL 

Know where you have good signal coverage on site and where emergency 
vehicle access points are ~including stTeet name or grid ref~~ 

Good planning and pre~visits to site vAll make things more~predictable~~ 
Don~t be afyaid to let things be child~ or nature~ledl 

TWdng the ch~tss outdoors may rmke some parents and other adults feel unsure~ 
Address their fears and reassure them by holding a meeting to explain why 
the school feels it is important~ ~Outdoor Leaming~ is often confused with 
~Outdoor Pursuits~so outline some of the activities~ 

I 	 I 

Abraham Maslcywls ~Hierarchy of NeecW~ 
This theory is often shown as a pyramid~ depicting how people cannot achievehigher levels~ needs ~self~esteem & personal growth~ unless their 

~Icrwer level~needs have been met first ~physiological~ social & safety~ ~ for more information visit www~teachentooU3ox~co~uk/niaslow~html 

n 

woodlandtrust~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 



making outdoor teaching easier 
These suggestions may seem obvious but they will add to your group~s enjoyment and make your role easier too~ 

lip 	Howftcanhelp 

Set expectations before going out 	Understanding what is going to happen and how long it takes will help children relax~ 

Keep it positive and emphasise ~care~through looldng after themselves~ each other 

and the natural environment~ 

Take a rucicsack for necessities 	First aid Idt~ water~ mobile phone~ emergency contact details~ hazard tick IM~ sit~mats~ 

2 whistles ~ a more gentle one to call group back together ~i~e~ owl hoot or ocharina~ and 
a sharp~sounding emergency one~ Don~t forget any evaluation equipment being used ~ 
e~g~ Camera ~and spare batteries~~ video camera~ post~it notes~ And if carrying activity 

props~ pack them in order of use to make your life easier~ 

Clothing Ensure chfldren are wearing appropriate clothing and footwear~ Suggest zipping up 
tucidng in/ putting on hats BEFORE they start getting too cold ~or hot~~ 

Be sensitive to fears /perceptions Children may feel woods are dangerous ~thanlcs to many nursery rhymes & fairy tales as 

weU as negative media stories~~ If these arise try to deal with them in an understanding 

and non~judgemental way~ 

Keep it simple Children find it hard to listen to someone talking for too long~ especially outdoors~ 
Have a clear mental plan of the session before you go out~ 

Visual~ Auditory & Kinaesthetic Engage everyone by trying to have a visual focal point ~i~e~ stand near or hold the thing you 
are talking about~ ancL ifyou can~ demonstrate it too~ 

Circle~up Get the whole group~ including adults~ into a circle when introdudng and ending activities 
as this means you will have everyone~s attention and hopefully ordy have to say things once~ 
Invent different ways to do this to make it fun ~i~ e~ ~sticldng~ elbows~ knees or toes to 

neighbours~~ 

Weather affects ability to team ~ny to stand fadng the sun when talking to your group so they won~t have to squint~ Attention 
span decreases in windy~ wet or cold weather so adjust your expectations accordingly~ 

Meeting dogs off the lead Ask children to fold their am~is and look away from dogs ifyou meet them off the lead ~ 

the dog will quickly get bored and leave~ 

Evaluate outside Shaiing the teaming experience whilst still outside will provide more valuable feedback 

because it is done in context~ 

~Health & Safety on Educational Excursions~ A Good Practice Guide~ ~ Scottish Executive 

www~scotland~gov~uk/Publications 

~Outdoors Issues and Matters~ from www~creativestarleaming~co~uk/advice 

Scottish Outdoor Access Code www~outdooraccess~scotland~com 

woodlandtrust~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 



Case Study of The Enchanted Woodland 
Longridge Primary SchoolOest Lothian ~Part 1~ 

Using the framework from the~Joyning the Leaming~ series~ a teacher at Longridge Primary School in West 

Lothian developed a topic for her class called 7he Enchanted Woodland~ She pointed out that this type of thematic 

teaching links very well with the new Curriculum for Excellence and is being used across West Lothian~ 

The topic started when the children arrived one moming to find a paper trail of animal tracks leading into the 

dassroom~ At the end of them a toy fox and its cub were sitting in the centre of the floor with a letter next to 

them~ The letter explained how the foxes~home ~ the enchanted woodland ~ had been destroyed and so they 

no longer had anywhere to live~ It asked the children if they could help them create a new home~ 

From this they started to investigate and develop their ideas about woodlands and wildlife ~ both real and 

~enchanted~~ Although she had planned for the whole topic~ the teacher was careful to allow the children to lead 

the sessions and was prepared to be flexible if the children~s interests and ideas required it ~ which they did~ 

The class then planned together and decided upon their course of action~ 

Mind~map of the topic with the class 

ovq\_s~ ba ~ys 

	

n 	~~kDq 	~51~ 0 
Mi 	~n C~P_ 	~i I 	/ 

1_~~ 	~~~~ 

o J~ ar~ 

I 	T ~~T 

r e c a r~c~ 	G~m cut 	jo 

TYiGT~ ~~n~~~ Kmi i~and 
1~kO 

From this~ the class explored their topic through a wide variety of activities and across numerous areas of the 

curriculum~ They visited their local woodland~ used the intemet and the school library for research~ They studied 

woodland through relevant novels~ poetry~ drama~ sound and art~ They planted trees xAAth the Woodland Trust 

Scotland~ researched the local Woodland Action Plan ~WAP~ and used resources from organisations like the 

Forestry Commission and the Woodlandrrust to help inform a debate about why woodlands are felled and 

what impact that has~ Finally they tumed their own classroom into an~Enchanted Woodland~by making 

papier~mich6 trees~ flowers and animals~ 

The animals and trees were given a voice through the children~ allowing them to explore speech and literary 

techniques within the topic~ It is easy to see how a project like this can stimulate the imagination but there were 

so many other skills in use as well~ co~operation~ collaboration~ enquiry~ investigation~ writing for a purpose 

~ the list goes on~ 

I ~Joyning Ehe Learning~~~ the story so far~ developing a curriculum for excellence~~ 2008~ Learning Unlimited 

wood1andtrust~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 
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Case Study of The Enchanted Woodland 
Longridge Primary School~West Lothian ~Part 2~ 

Clock~xvise from left~ An Enchanted Tree~ the WildRower Meadow~ sorne Po~e~trees~ 

At the end of the topic~ parents were sent invitations to come into school for the~Grand Openingof the forest where 

theywere given a guided tour by the children~ The parents were greeted into the~forestby the voice of the trees 

~all spoken and recorded by the pupils~ and all their work was on display for their parents to see~ Expectation and 

excitement was high ~~ and the experience did not disappoint~ Parents were thrilled by the standard the children~s work 
and the enthusiasm it had generated both at home and for school~ Many expressed regret that their own education had 

not been like this~ 

As a final touch~ the children were sent another letter ftom the fox~ thanking them for their help and acknowledging 

their ability to care for other living creatures~ The dass was then presented with a gift of a butterf~y farrn so that they 

could continue to apply their new knowledge and skills~ 

The teacher reflected that she had noticed how much the children had remained engaged with the leaming 

during their entire project ~ something that was very obvious when talking to the class~ She commented that~ 

~This type of project had a very positive impact on the children~ you were able to see their enthusiasm which was 

evident throughout the topic~ The pupils were also very motivated to improve the quality of their work~ 

Many tharLks go to Claire Anthony and all at Longridge PrimaTy School for sharing their fantastic ideas~ inspiration and planning for the purpose ofthis resource pack~ 

woodtandtnut~org~uk 	 forestry~g~muk 



start*ng~i~n 
the classroom 

z 
0 

Activity Type 

Curriculum areas 

c~ All 

~L Length 
z I ~~ 45 ~ 60 mins 

Leaming is a joumey~ You can stimulate interest~ intrigue and imagination in your new 

outdoor leaming topic from the start by using varied approaches to introducing it~ 

Surprise invitation or parcel 
Send an invitation letter ~or email~ to the class asking them to visit 

their local woodland or asking for their help to investigate an 
environmental issue~ 

Arrange for a surpyise package to be delivered~ addressed to the class~ 

Fill it with items that will spark discussion about the new topic~ 

Share a story 
Find a good story that illustrates the topic and gives you an opportunity 

to talk around the subject with your class before going outdoors~ 
The children could bring sections of it to life for one another using natural 

materials to stimulate the senses ~ or write their own story to share~ 

Fictional characters 
Bringing in a recognisable toy from a relevant book can provide a great 
stimulus for your outdoor topic~ For example an Eeyore ~or even a 

homemade ~Stick Man~~~ with a Paddi~ngton~style ~Please look after 

this~~~~ label~ 

Inspiration~~~ 
~It is not what we do to the child or for the child that educates him~ but what we enable him to 

do for himself~ to see and learn and feel and understand for himself The child grows by his own 

efforts and his own real experience~~ 

Susan lssacs~ quoted in ~First Hand Experience ~What Matters to Children~ by Diane Rich et al~ 

Like to start with a story~ These books are good to share~ 

Weather Little Cloud by Eric Carle 

Adaptation Harris Finds His Feet by Catherine Ray~ner 

Uses of Sticks Stick Man by Julia Donaldson & Axel Scheffler 

Outdoor Activities You and Me~ Little Bear by Martin Waddell & Barbara Firth 

Natural Environment We~re Going on a Bear Hunt by Michael Rosen & Helen Oxenbury 

woodlandtmt~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 



start*ingion 
the classroom 

z 
0 

Activity Type 

Curriculum areas 

0 All 
w 
z Length 
P~io 45 ~ 6o mins 

Simple engagement methods can be used to ~hook~ the children into a topic or any outdoor 

session~ The sense of ~mystery~will heighten their enthusiasm whatever~s coming next~ 

A~secret~ diary 
Write a short nature diary from a fictional character describing the walk 
you would like to share with your class ~including brief summaries of the 

activities you~d like to include too~~ 

Leave it to be ~found~ with an invitation for it to be shared with the class 

whilst following the route descr~ibed within~ 

interesting maps 
Create a map of your local woodland area stylised to look like a very old 
map~ a treasure map or one found in a book that is familiar to the children 

~i~e~ Winnie the Pooh~~ 

Use intriguingly enigmatic names for features they will find there 

~old trees~ hiUs~ mossy stumps~ and clues as to what they might do 

in particular spots~ 

Hang it on the classroom wall for a week or two before visiting the outdoor 

area to help build a sense of expectation and excitement~ 

More mystery ~~ 
The class arrive back after break to find the room darkened and a slideshow of photographs 

showing familiar local places taken from unusual angles~ Play some suitable music or woodland 

sounds to create a calm atmosphere~The children will be looking forward to their walk with 

anticipation but will now be focused on trying to guess exactly where the photos were taken~ 

~A 	~iaspi lig ti~y ~~~ aese u It~ you to~ 	~1 	eas 	ri 

~Acclimatizing~ by Steve Van Matre~ for more~ 

Nature Detectives resources are free from naturedetectives~org~uk 

woodtandtrust~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 



~ ~ ~L_ A~~ gevang there~~~ 
~and back again~~ 

z 
0 P~0 

Activity Type 

Curriculum areas 

2 All~ including 
IW Health and Wellbeing 

0 Length 

~d 10 ~ 20 mins 
z 
P~0 

Ambulatory activities are ones that can be done whilst walking~ They give 
children a focus during the journey to ~or from~ your natural area and 

enable them to engage more fully with the main topic when they arrive~ 

1 rarnersing activities 

2M 

N w 

Give each child a simple cardboard tube to help them focus on 

things up close or far away as they are walking~ 

This works whatever your focus~ living things~ animal homes~ 

pattems~ numbers of ~~ things beginning with the letter~~~ 
~ the list is endless~ 

Being creative will stimulate interest and imagination~ Collecting 

40 things is much more engaging when using interesting collecting 

pots or bags~ 

You can stick things to a shaped~card with a strip of double~sided 

tape if it~s windy~ They will make a beautiful reminder of your 

walk and help to~bring the outside in~~ 

A& 

journey or Story sticks 
Use wool to tie found natural objects to a stick in the order they 

were found~ Then use it to help retell the story of your journey~ 

OV ~4~ 
Liked those~ 

~Earthwalks~ from www~eartheducation~org~uk 
ZSS 	

FEI Leaming Resources from wwwAoresteducation~org 

woodlandtrust~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 



gett~l~ng there~~~ 
~and back again~1~ 

z 
0 

P 
Activity Type 

Curriculum areas 

All~ including 
Health and Wellbeing 

0 
PW 

Length 
Z 10 ~ 20 mins 
P~M 

Raising awareness of the things that are around them will help 

to immerse your class in the natural environment~ 

Leave a trail 
One goup goes ahead and leaves an obvious trail using natural materials or 

chalk to show the other group where to go~ ~agree your symbols first~ 

Slow~ quiet walking 

Moving slowly and quietly increases awareness and appreciation of the natural 

world~ Taking shorter strides than nonnal~ place one foot down carefully in front 

of you without putting any weight on it~ Slowly shift the centre of gravity from 

the back foot to the front one~ Practise this technique by asking the class to walk 
across the woodland to reach one member of the class ~who has their eyes 

closed~ without being heard by them~ 

Variedvision 

Encourage children to view the world around them in different ways~ 

Try to think of interesting perspectives on your route each time you 

do it ~ overhead~ under leaves~ backwards~ through strips of coloured 
plastic~ 

Focus in on the very srna or the very TALL~ Using fingers to make a 
frame~ imagine you are a camera and the variety of shots you could 

view ~ landscape~ rnacro ~close up~~ wide~angle~ 

~Nature and Survival for Children~ from Tom Brown~s Field Guides 

~Sharing Nature with Children ~ Parts I & Il~ by Joseph Cornell 

woodlandtrust~org~uk 
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lz 
0 

WOODLAND 44 Fom~ ConwnhW= Scotland 	P~A 

TRUST SCOTLAND 	
CobyiWsw no CoVAsuradW AJbo 	Activity Type 

Curriculum areas 

Sdence~ Maths~ 

Languages~ 

Expressive Afts 

gelfting to know PW LengXh 
z 

your trees 	
5 ~ 25 mins 

There~s more to tree identification than just learning a name~ 
The senses can be used to really explore what makes each one unique~ 

% 	
Shape 

I 
At 	Leaf shapes can distinguish one tree from another as can the tree~s profile~ 

Surface 

TWigs~ leaves~ bark on the trunk ~ each species has its own range of 
textures~ Explore them thoroughly with your class and then see if they 

can tell different trees apart with their eyes closed~ 

Scent 

Scratch the surface of some leaves and you~ll smell the difference~~~ 

Sound 

Sitting and listening under different trees ~when in leaf~ will give another 

perspective on your trees and their ~music~~ 

Record your findings 

The needles of Douglas Fir trees smell like spicy oranges~ beech tree trunks look like 

elephant legs~ aspen leaves sound like the sea~ Your children can invent their own~tricks~ 

to help recognise different tree species~ Explore different ways to describe the sensory 

experiences you~ve had of your trees and use it to write poems to hang on a Po~e~tree~ 

_VW~ 

More things to do with trees 

~Meet aTr~ee~ activity available from Joseph Cornell~s Sharing Nature website 

~Tree Seeds~ from Forest Education Initiative~s ~FEI~ resource library ~ www~foresteducation~org 

Once you really know your trees~ the names will be easier to remember ~ in many languages~ 
~see the Gaelic and Modem Language tree~name sheets on page 2 1~ 

Ligill 

Craigmillar Wildlife Web activities ~ www~wilcRifeweb~org~uk 
WildPlay Kitbag activities ~ www~herefordshirewt~org/wUdplay 

woodlandmut~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 
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Activity lype 

Curriculum areas 

Sciences~ Expressive arts~ 

Technoloa 

Length ani al homes _L~ 30 45 mins 

What are the features that make somewhere a good home~ 

Sheltered~ warrn~ dry~ near water and food~sources ~ 

plus ftesh~air provided by all the green plants of course~ 

Which natural materials could be used to build one if you were a native animal living in the local 

woods~ Which have the best properties for building~ Which are best for warmth~ 

4VIO 

Decide which native niammal each small group is going to make~ Make your mammal from day 

and natural materials~ 

Gather some more natural materials and build a shelter in a suitable place ~i~e~ on the ground for a 

hedgehog~ in a tree for a squirrel~~ 

Put each mammal in its new home and allow an opportunity for the children to visit each other~s 

shelters~ Discuss the different techniques~ materials and positions of each shelter~ 

Extend the activity into thermal properties of materials by using bottles filled with hot~water as the 
~animals~~ Take each animal~s temperature at the start~ leave them in their homes for a set time and 

then return later to retake temperatures~ 

A wonderfully colourful collection of activities~ crafts and games which encourage 

children to get outdoors can be found in ~Nature~s Playground~ and ~Make itWild~~ 

by Fiona Danks & jo Schofield~ 

i~ioi 	S~ 	tci 	t~N A 	rexi st~ art e~i~ 

~Do Lions Live on Lily Pads~~ by Melanie Walsh 

~A House is Built at Pooh Comer for Eeyore~ by A~ A~ Milne 

woodlandtrust~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~ulk 



Acitivity Type 

Curriculum areas 

Sciences~ Maths 

Length 

30 ~ 45 mins 

*  m *beasts ini 
in the treeF 
Safely looking for minibeasts can be tricky in urban 

woods so if you doWt want to encourage hunting 

at ground level~ why not look in the trees~ 

Working in small groups ask two children to stretch out a 

sheet of white cloth ~not fluffy material or your beasties will 

stick to it~ beneath a tree branch~ When choosing their tree~ 
remind children to be aware of any thoms or pricidy leaves~ 

2 
 Another child in the group then gives the tree 

branch a few firm shakes without damaging the 

tree~ Anything living there will be a bit surprised 

when it falls onto the sheet so you may have to 

wdLL LuL a momei LL tur LL LeM LO b LCtL L LO L L LOW~ 

Use apaint~brushto gently scoop minibeasts into the pot ~the 

vAnged ones wiU fly away fairly quickly~~ ready for the child with 

the ID sheet to see what they might have found~ Comparing the 

variety of life found on different tree species will help to assess 

their biodiversity value~ 

Other minibeast hunting Ideas 

Look under the leaves of the trees and bushes nearby~ 

Check out the bark ~ lots of things live there~ If you have trees in your 
school grounds~ tie some strips of corrugated card around the trunk and 
check back in a few days to see whaCs taken shelter under them~ 

Dead wood ~fallen logs or branches~ offer an excellent habitat for lots 
of different minibeasts from the ones found on living trees~ 	~Ah~~ A11h~~A 

~~ Liked those~ You~ll love tliese~ 
www~snh~org~uk/teachingspace 

Northem Ireland Environment Agency ~ go to www~doeni~gov~uk/niea/ 
teachers_and_pupi1s~htm and select ~factsheets~~ 

4 
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Activity Type 

Curriculum areas 

Maths~ Sciences 

Length 

30 ~ 45 mins 

~u 

Measuring~ recording and aging trees offers numerous opportunities 
to explore numbers and shape~ 

Height 

lYy to see the top of a tree whilst looking upside~down between your legs~ 

When you can see the top~ ask someone to measure the distance between 

you and the tree~ Add your leg length for a good approximate height of 

the tree ~ it~s just trigonometry really~ 

Age/Girth 

You can age a tree by counting its rings of growth~ But that~s not very 

easy unless it has been cut down~ Fortunately~ the approximate age 

of a tree can be estimated from the girth ~circumference~ of the trunk 

at 1~5m above the ground~ 

Although each tree grows at a slightly different rate Oust like us~~ on 

average the new growth on its girth iS 2~5cm per year~ Dividing the tree 

girth ~in cm~ by 2~5 = age in years~ Can the children find a tree their age~ 

Which is the oldest and fattest~ 

Other things to do with trees~ leaves and seeds~ 

> Count the number of paces between one tree and another ~ how close do they grow to each other~ 

> Plot them onto a map or grid~squared paper~ 

> Compare shape or area of leaves or seeds~ 

> Find the largest~ tallest~ furthest~ widest~~ 

> Count the number of edges on leaves of different species~ 

~Ancient Ree Hunt~ resources are available from the Woodland Mmst~ 

Record fat~ old trees or ones with an interesting history~ 

Find out more at ancient~tree~hunt~org~uk 

woodlandtrust~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 
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Activity ~rype 
~a 

I*Iteracy 

Curriculum areas 
Languages~~ Sdences 

0 Length 
40 
z 30 ~ 45 mins 
P~6 

 

The natural world is a wonderful source of inspiration for both written and 
spoken language~ Visits to your local green space will give children a shared 
real~life experience to be recorded or discussed in class~ 

Recipe for a Woodland* 
Sitting outside~ give each child a pencil and a piece of paper and ask 
them to write a recipe for their own woodland~ Encourage the children 
to be as creative as they can~ Which ingredients would they add~ 
How would they make sure it was sustainable~ Think about biodiversity 
and extemal influences like the weather~ 

Oxymorons 
Writing up a journey using specific literacy techniques~ ~Walking through that barren 

greenspace in the deafening silence was such sweet sorrow~~~ ~ 

Collective noun faking 

~0 

AP 

A parliament of owls~ a storytelling of rooks~ an army of frogs~ a glint 
of goldfish~ a prickle of hedgehogs~ These are all real names for groups 

of animals that reflect their characteristics~ 

You couldn~t make them up~ could you~~ Or could you ~~~ ~ 

Otherideas 
Word games~ word groups~ adjectives~ nouns~ onomatopoeia~ 

Poems like Haiku~ Acrostic~ Lyric or Shape~ 

> Traditional stories~ fairy tales~ mythology & folklore ~ often set in the natural world they can be used 

to challenge popular misconceptions about woods~ Encourage children to read books outside~ 

Set up a storytelling or quiet reading space to enable this to happen~ 

~Jumpstart~ Literacy ~ games and activities for 7 ~ 14 years~ by Pie Corbett 

*~Recipe for a Woodland~ is one of Joseph Comell~s ~Sharing Nature~ activities which are available for free from www~sharingnature~com 

woodlandtrust~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 



WOODLAND 	Nms~ Commll&~ Scotland 
Colm4em no CoMMmachd Alba 

TRUST SCOTLAND 	 1~d Activity Type 

Curriculum areas 
0 

Sciences~ 
ly~ 

Expressive Afts 
0 
Im6 Length 

art or sc*iencee~~~ Z 30 ~ 45 mins 

Art and science often overlap ~ in the real world as well as the curriculum~ From beautiful 

scientific images of natural history to the artistic creativity & imagination required for 

scientific progress~ the line has been blurred~ 

Woodland sounds 

Wind rustling leaves~ branches creaking~ people walking~ birds singing 

or moving in the undergrowth~ What direction are the sounds coming 

from~ How far away do they originate from~ 

Vibrations created by sharply tapping on living and dead wood produce a 

variety of sounds~ Do all tree species sound the same~ How can you tell 

the difference between living and dead wood other than sound~ 

Shadow drawing 

0 

	

Observing the passing of time and the movement of the sun can be 

achieved together by putting a stick in the ground~ marking the shadow 

and then returning after a short while to see how far the shadow has 

moved~ 

when it has moved~ Use charcoal or soft pencils to give the drawings a 

77 	
Make it more artistic by attaching a piece of white card to the stick~ 

carefully trace the shadow of a plant and then come back to redraw it 

shadowy~effect~ 

Other ideas~ 
Move like a mini beast ~ it may take more than one person to get the correct number of legs though~~~ 
Make up a dance about a tree~ a pigeon or some grass~ 

Set up a woodland theatre~ string up a tarpaulin between some trees for a roof and there you have 

your natural stage ~ just as Shakespeare would have done~ 

Help make your school grounds more interactive~~ ~ 

~Growing School Garden Teachers Resource Pack~ activities are available 

free online from www~growingschools~org~uk/resources 

woodlandtrust~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 
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wild rt 

P~d 

Activity Type 
Oct 

Curriculum areas 
Expressive Arts~ 

co 
Technology~ Sciences 

~L~ Length 

0~ 30 ~ 45 mins 
P~~~Ao 

Andy Goldsworthy ~ British artist living in Scotland known for being an~environmental or 

land artist~~ His ethos is to create both temporary and permanent sculptures~ using natural 

and found objects~ which draw out the character of their environment~ 

You could explore ways to view the natural world 
differently~ to spark imagination for a later art session~ 

It doesn~tjust have to be 2~dimensional~ 3~D structures 

and sculptures can be a great way to explore the properties 

of different materials~ 

Wild Art is a very versatile way to explore many different 
things~ It can be used as a form of personal expression or be 

more focused~ 

Why not look at identifying pattems~ highlighting colours 
or shapes in nature~ 

Comprehension of abstract concepts can be assessed through the 

use of natural art~ 

This picture shows one group~s understanding of ~The Water Cycle~~ 
Taking a photograph of it provides a permanent record whilst the 

transient art just blows away~~~ 

Other art ideas using natural materials 

Puppets 

Masks or Hats 

Dreamcatchers 

~761king to the Earth~ by Gordon MacLellan 

~t~I tb Ell virb~ ~k i enta ~~Ctlsts h~01 	e U~K~ 

Andy Goldsworthy www~goldsworthy~cc~gla~ac~uk 

Antony Gormley www~antonygormley~com 

woodlandtrust~org~uk 
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0 Activity Type 
Y WOODLAND 4*Fms~ Conmbsion Scotland 

caknbom no CoMearachd AJba 	cul~ricuium areas TRUST SCOTLAND 	 IV 	c 
4t Languages~ Maths~ 

Expresstve Arts~ 
Technology~ 

0 Social Studies 
Z Length word rt~~ w~ 45 ~ 60 mins 

Richard Long ~ English artist who is one of the best known~land artists~~ Many of his works are 
based around walks that he has made and he uses the mediums of photography~ text and maps 

to record the landscape he has walked over~ 

Using~wallcing as arCas the basis of his work Richard Long chooses a unique route for each of his walks~ These may be~ 

a fbrce of nature ~ such as always going with / against gravity or the wind 

exploring a fixed area on a map ~for example~ drawing ever~decreasing drcles and walldng only with that 
boundary for a set period of time~ The areas Richard Long covered range from a few metres to many miles 
~ but yours doWt have to~ 

~1 a concept ~such as~One Houe and White Light~see below~ 

ONEHOUR y 

RED LEAVES OF A JAPANESE MAPLE 

C4W 	 OR~ANGE SUN AT 4 MILES 
SK~4L 

m~oaso 	
*jfDS 	YELLOW PARSNIPS AT 23 MILES 

Moss 	 Gulk~E 

LMK 	 SWM~ 	GREEN RIVER SLIME AT 45 MILES 
Kkzs 	 URX~ION 

~WV4 	
kruNz 	BLUE EYES OF A CHILD AT 56 MILES 

IVO~t~ 	84c~ 

1111~1 
~Olt 	INDIGO JUICE OF A BLACKBERRY AT 69 MILES 

VIOLET WILD CYCLAMEN AT 72 MILES 

AVON ENGLAND 1987 

Textworks by Richard Long 

This approach is an excellent way to provide structure for word~gathering exercises or reinforcing abstract concepts~ 
The words could be collected individually or as a group and then used to create poerm or as a stimulus for creative writing~ 

Land & Concept art~~~ 

Richard Long www~richardlong~org 
particularly the text works at www~richardiong~orgrTextworksitextworks I l~html 
Alec Finlay www~alecfinlay~com ~ especially the animations 
Chris Drury www~chrisdrury~co~uk for mushrooms~ maps and clouds~ 

woo~Handtmst~org~uk 	 fores~~gov~uk 



All evaluation should take place outside to ensure it is as relevant as possible~ 
A~Post~it~pad and pendl in the pocket are very handy forjotting down notes~ 

Behaviour 

~Observing children is simply the best way there is of knowing where 

they are~ where they have been and where they will go next~~ 

MaryJane Drummond~ teacher and researcher in primary education 

ALrt & craft 

Using a ~wild art~ activity as a reviewing tool at the end of a session 

will give you an opportunity to assess understanding of a topic or 

concept ~this picture shows the Four Seasons~~ 

Sharing 

Giving children time to share their achievements with the class gives 

them a chance to raise their self~esteem~ It also helps you to explore 

the thinking and reasoning behind their work and reward the results~ 

Speaking and listening skills will be practised as well~ 

~iroup review 

Working in small g~roups~ children can feedback their findings on one 

element of the topic to the rest of the class~ 

Books forAssessing Learning 
~ 
 Ass 	

~by Mary Jane Drummond Assessing Children~s Leaming~ Primary~ 

~Di 

~Dialogues with Children~ by Gareth Matthews 

~o ~List 

~Listening to Young Children~ The Mosaic Approach~ by Alison Clark and Peter Moss 

woodlandtrust~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 
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PW 
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assessment for learning 

Mf 

Horseshoe 

Helps assess achievement of goals and aims when outdoors without using paper~ 
For example~ the question ~How well did we achieve ~~~ T~ could have answers ranging 
from ~o~ ~not at all~ to ~lo~ ~completely~~ 

Photo planning 

Ask the children to take photographs in response to a specific question~ stick them onto 
paper and add comments around them~ This enables you to engage with the children in 
reflection~ dialogue and decision~making~ 

Activilty map 

By asking the children to stand in the area of the grid that represents them ~feeling positive 
or negative about something in past or future~~ gives an opportunity for self~assessment or 
to discover how the class are feeling about a future new topic~ 

Spokes 
Asking children to feedback on everyone~s engagement with a session allows the young 
people to recognise the full range of their achievements and have their efforts appreciated 
by others~ This technique requires a lot of trust for all involved~ 

t 

For full explanations of the techniques above and 
many more ideas for reviewing outdoors see~~~ 

Dr Roger G reenaways ~Active Reviewing Guide~ over / 00 ways to review eKperience 
and transfer learnine~~ www~reviewing~co~uk 

woo&andtrust~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 
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followmup opportun~ioteies 
Nature Detectives ~ loo~s of free resources for~ children~ families and 

schools~ including Leaf ID Sheets~ Games and Outdoor Play ideas~ 

WoodkM Trvat 

ndturedetediv~~~ 
CWB 

f~icit U ~0~s 

60rdir 

4V 
VIOCWLMD 

Nature Detectives Club ~ you receive seasonal activities twice a year 
and a weekly challenge~ 

Natures Calendar ~ record your nature observations each spring and 
autumn and help us to record the impact of the changing climate on 

the natural world~ This really is Real World Learning~ 

Green Tree Award ~ rewards schools who take part in green 
activities including tree planting~ recycling and reducing carbon 

emissions~ It is free to participate in and open to all~ 

The John Muir Award ~ is an environmental award scheme focused 
on wild places~ It encourages awareness and responsibility for the 

natural environment in a spirit of fun~ adventure and exploration~ 

FEI and Forest School ~supported by Forestry Commission~ ~ is an 

inspirational process that offers children~ young people and adults~ 

regular opportunities to achieve~ and develop confidence and self~

esteem through hands on learning exper~iences in their local 

woodland environment~ Many FEI Cluster Groups are involved in 

orest School and can offer resources and support~ 

Bringing the outdoors 
in t1~r0ough cookery 
Highlight local woodland produce~ 

Fruit = apples~ pears~ sloes~ damsons 

Berries = elderberry~ blackberry~ blaeberry~ 
raspberry 

Nuts/Seeds = walnuts~ sunflower 

Flowers/Leaves = netdes~ elderflowers~ lime 

Ecological & Carbon footprints for schools~~~ 
Local Footprint click on~schools~ 
www~localfootprints~org/ 

Search for~Sustainable development education~ on 
www~educationscotiand~org~uk 

Or for assessing your individual impact~~~ 

WWF Footprint Calculator ~ footprint~wwf~org~uk 

wood1andtrust~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 
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gaelic and modern 
language tree names 
ENGLISH OLD GAELIC ~ALPHABET~ MODERN GAELIC FRENCH GERMAN SPANISH 

alder febrn ~F~ feArm veme schwarze aliso 
erien 

apple mel~ mal pomn~der apfel manzano 

ash nuin ~N~ craobk Nne esche fresno 
uinnseann 

aspen eagk eadha ~E~ critheann peuplier espen ilamo 
tremble tembl6n 

beech craobhfhaibhile hkm buche haya 

silver birch bieth ~B~ biethe~ beatha bouleau Weurope sUber birke abedul 
bieth bhog ~P~ dubhach 

blackthom preas nan aimeag epine riior schlehdom endrino 

cherry craobh~ geanois cerisier kirsche cerezo 
chestnut chraobh chitaignier kastanie castafio 

geanm~chno 

cypress craobhbhrbin cypr&s zypresse cipr6s 

elder ruis ~R~ droman sureau holunder safico 

elm ailm ~A~ leamham orme utme oimo 

hawthom uath ~H~ sgitheach epine blanche eingriffliger majuelo 
weigdom 

hazel cou~ coill ~C~ diltuinil~ noisetier haselnug avellano 
dlldainn~ cailtin~ 
colluinn 

holly cuileann houx stechpalme acebo 
larch laireag mdlbze Iiirche alerce 

lime craobhtheile tilleul linde limero~ Ihna 

oak dair~D~ dur~ dair~ dimch~ chine eiche roble 
clirag~ diir~ drii 

poplar pobhuill peuplier pappel Alamo 

rowan luis ~L~ caorann sorbier eberesche serbal de los 

mountainash cazadores 
Scotspine peith~ giiithas~ pin sylvestre fdhrer pino 

giitbhas 

spruce guithas lochlannach epio6a fichte abeto 
sycamore craobh sice sycomore bergahom arce 
willow suii ~S~ geal~sheileach saule weide sauce 

yew iogh ~1~ /ur ~U~ iuthar~ iubhar~ iughar if eibe tejo 

OU WO~lild I i~~~ knaw o ry 

Gaelic Alphabet ~ www~sunartoakwoods~org~uk/heritage/gaelicalphabet~htm 

English to Gaelic Primer of Plant Names ~ www~unc~edu/home/reddeer/gaelige/plants~html 

woodIandtrust~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 



outdoor classroom resources 
Health & Safety 

> ~Health & Safety on Educational Excursions ~ A good Practice Guide~ ~ Scottish Executive~ 2004~ 
Available to download or order free from www~scottand~gov~uk/Pubfications/2004/l2/20444/48944 

~School Trips~ Taciding the health and safety myths~ Health and Safety Executive~ 2oll~ Available from 
www~hse~gcyv~uk/services/education/school~trips~htm 

FREE support from~~~ 

The Woodland Trust~ 

> Nature Detectives naturedetectives~org~uk 

> Schools Gists all leaming opportunities including free sapling packs for schools~ 
naturedetectives~org~uk/schools 

> Green Tree Schools Award naturedetectives~org~uk/schools/award 

> Ancient Tree Hunt ancient~tree~hunt~org~uk 

Forestry Commission~ 
> Woodland Leaming forestry~gov~uk/scotland 

Key par~tner in Forest Education Initiative ~including Forest Schools~ foresteducation~org/ 

Other organisations~ 

> Education Scotland~ especially~ 
Outdoor Leaming www~educationscottand~gov~uk/outdoorleaming 

> KS1 ~ KS4 Growing Schools Garden Teacher Resource Pack ~and much more~~ 
Available to download from www~growingschools~org~uk/Resources/ 

> Scottish Natural Heritage www~snh~org~uk/TeachingSpace 

> Grounds for Leaming Scotland www~ltl~org~uk/scotland/ 

RSPB Bird Identifier www~rspb~org~uk/wfldlife/birdidentifier 

> Wildlife TV ~in case it rains~~ www~thewebbroadcastingcorporation~com 

Scotdsh Outdoor Access Code ~primary and secondary resources~ 
www~outdooraccess~scotland~com/educationresources 

Creative Star Leaming especially~l~m a Teacher get me Outside~blog 

www~creativestarleaming~co~uk/ 

Books or resources packs ~to buy~ 

natum~~~~~~c6w~~~5 
~46~ cwo 

> ~Earth & Snow WaLks~by Steve Van Matre~ The Institute for Earth Education UK 

> ~Sharing Nature with Children ~ Pcat I & 11~by Joseph Comell~ Deep Books 

~Nature~s Playground~ by Fiona Danks & Jo Schofield 

> ~TaLking to the Earth~by Gordon MacLellan 

~ ~Wo Fear ~ Growing Up in a Risk Averse Society~ by Tim Gill 

> ~WaturW Leaders~ Envirorunental Games and Actives~ by The National lYust for Scotland & Scottish Natural Heritage 

AKJ 

6~~4% 

woodlandtmst~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 



the fotjr capacities ir~~ ttie outdoor dassrooti~N~ 

~In essence~ ~the amiculurn~ must be inchuive~ be a stimuhis forpersonal achievmwnt aY4 thmugh 

dte brvadening ofpupiW experience ofthe woiid~ be an encouragement towards informed and 

responsible citizenship~~ A Curriculmn for ExceUence 

Successful leamers~ 

Outdoor leaming develops knowledge and skills in ways that add value to leamers~ everyday 

experiences in the classroom~ 

It has a positive impact on long~term memory~ 

It reinforces links between the affective and the cognitive~ with each influencing the other 

and providing a bridge to higher order leaming~ 

It fosters the development of specific academic skills~ as well as improved engagement~ 

achievement and stronger motivation to leam~ 

Confident individuals~ 

OutdooT teaming impacts positively on young people~s attitudes~ beliefs and self~perceptions~ 

for example independence~ confidence~ self~esteem~ locus of control~ self~efficacy~ personal 

effectiveness and coping strategies~ 

It yields benefits in the pTomotion of positive behavior and improved physical fitness~ 

Responsible citizens~ 

Outdoor leaming has a positive effect on social development and greater community involvement~ 

It raises leamers~ attainment~ improves attitudes towards the environment~ and creates more 

positive relationships with each other~ with teachers and with the wider community~ 

It renews leamers~ pride in their community and fosters a greater sense of belonging and 

responsibility~ 

Effective contributors~ 

Outdoor teaming impacts positively on young people~s interpersonal and social skiUs~ such as 

social effectiveness~ communication skills~ group cohesion and team work~ 

For more information~ 
Scotland Outdoor Learning ~ www~educationscotiand~gov~uWoutdoorlearning 

National Foundation for Educational Researr~h ~ www~nfer~co~uk ~search for~outdoor leamine~ 

The above comments are taken from Leaming Teaching Scotland~s~Outdoor Leaming~website 

woodiandtrust~org~uk 	 forestry~gov~uk 



the curriculum~ for excelicvice in thil~ 	dassroomit~~~~~ ~~ ~ i~ 

Some Itnks and opportunities across the Early~ First and Second levels 

Expressive Arts 

Acrm aH aspects of expressive arts~ the outdoor cLusroom offers a great opportwiity to be inspired by a range of stiTnuli and~ to express and 

communicate ideas~ thoughts and feelings~ Outdoor areas can also be wonderful venues for a pubtic presentation or perfonnance~ 

Ar~t and Design 	Explore a range of media to create images and objects~ use visual elements of line~ shape~ forni~ colour~ tone~ pattem and texture~ 

create a range ofvisual information through observing and recording from experiences across the curriculum~ 

Dance 	Create short dance sequences~ using travel~ tum~ jump~ gesture~ pause and fall~ 

Dmma 	Create drama which explores real and imaginary situations~ using improvisation and script~ 

Music 	Discover and enjoy playing with sound~ rhythm~ pitch and dynamics~ 

Healtli atid Wellbeing 

The outdoor learning envtronment wiU enable chfldmn to aclueve tn areas such as expenencing personal achievement and buflding 

resilience/ confidenoe~ developing physical~ mentaI and sptritual weUbeing~ and sodal skills~ partidpattng hi activities which promote 

a heaMy lifesrile~ reflecting on and nuildng sense of the wadd~ and ctdzenship~ 

Mental~ eniotiortA~ tiocial Understand own behaviour and the way others behave~ recognise individual~s unique abilities and needs~ team to assess 

and physical wellbeing 	and manage risk and understand the impact ofrisk~taidng behaviour~ demoristmte how to travel safely~ 

Physical education~ 	Travel such as walking in the outdoor environment and in the community~ participate daily in energetic play and physical 

activity and sport 	activities outdoors~ encounter a variety of practical teaming experiences outdoors~ individually or in groups~ manage and 

practice movement skiRs~ 

Food and health 	AwaTeness of food choices including availability~ sustainabflity~ joumey~ season~ hygiene & safety~ 

Relationshtps etc~ 	Where living things come from and how they grow~ develop and are nurtured~ 

Languages ~including Classical~ English~ Gaelic and Modem~ 

Communtcation cm happm anywhem bW Unking ft to learning tn the load ouWoor envhmnwnt provides a real~Iffe context that can brtng 

language to life~ gtve ft raeaning and provide a vaIuable shared expertence~ 

Listening and TaBcing 	Communicate~ take part in conversation~ explore songs and rhymes~ explore sound pattems ~including in different languages~~ 

within real and imaginary situations~ share experiences and feelings~ ideas and information~ compare own lives and other 

cultures in meaningful context~ appreciate iichness and interconnected nature of languages~ 

Reading 	Understand features of different texts to fiTtd~ select~ sort and use information for specific purpose~ recognise the writers message 

and relate to own experiences~ leam to use own notes~ 

Writing 	Convey information~ describe and share events or processes~ opinions or experiences and how they make you feel and think~ 

persuade or express opinion~ create stories in interesting settings~ 

Numeracy and Mathematics 

Numeracy skills are essential for fuU participation in society and leaming/applying them in the real~world helps to make them less abstract~ 

NLiniber~ money 	Develop a sense of size and amount by observing and exploring the world~ estimate answers to problem~ investigate whole 

& nieasure 	numbers~ share out groups of items~ be aware of how routines and events in world link with times and seasons~ use a calendar to 

plan and organise the dass throughout year carry out practical tasks involving timed events~ estimate how long or heavy an 
object is ~or its area~ then measure or weigh it~ estimate how long a joumey should take~ explore pattems in wider environment~ 

Shape~ position 	Describe~ follow and record routes andjoumeysusing signs~ words and angles~ understand linkbetween compass points 

& nwvement 	and angles~ investigate scale and apply to interpret simple maps~ explore symmetry in the vAder environment~ 

infom~tation haTidling 	Use signs and charts for information~ collect information and sort it logically according to criteria~ describe likel oodofevents 

occurring and communicate predictions~ 
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ttie curriculurn for~ excel 1 	~0~~ thul Outdoo~ 

Some Itnks and opporttmities across the Early~ First and Second levels 

Sciences 

The sneum fturmwork has obvious hnks to outdoor learnutg wross all the areas~ 

Planet Earth Identify~ ctmify and group living ~and non~living things~ in the environment~ explore foGd chains and interdependence~ 

and energy flow in ecosystems and food chains/webs~ help design or conserve a wildlife area~ show haw plants have benefited 

sodety~ find out what plants need to grow and develop~ explore the nature and sustainability of energy sources~ investigate haw 

water can change from one form to another and the processes involved in the water cycle~ experience and observe sky including 

sun~ moon and stars~ 

Forces~ electricity Experience and invesitigate the effects of forces on motion through everyday experiences ~including air resistance and graAty~~ 

& waves floating and sinldng on water~ sound and vibration ~including how animals communicate~~ explore reflection and shadows~ 

Riologicat systems Compare families of hun~Lans~ plants and animals to understand characteristics~ investigate life~cycles of plants and animals~ 

use senses to explore natural world~ investigate role of n~dcroorganisms~ 

Materials Explore different materials for different purposes~ explore substances that make up Earth~s sufface~ investigate different water 

samples~ conservation and uses of water~ 

Identffying the opportunides for outdoor leamtng across the socW studies provides exceHent links to your local area~ its pecrple and the landscape 

tn wbictt they live~ 

~ ~I~~ ~ 	

~ 
Explore places to develop an awareness of Scotland~s history~ use evidence to recreate the story of a place or iiidividual ~and how 

~vents & so~ they have shaped Scottish society~~ 

People~ pi Explore and discaver interesting features of local environment ~tncluding landscape features and their origins~~ impacts of 

physical processes on people~ explore and appreciate the wonder of nature within different environments~ the impact of human 
activity and how to live more responsibly ~including discussion about land use development and its impact on community~~ 

explore~ represent and considerjoumeys ~and fomis of transport~ in imaginative ways~ explore locaI area for interesting places 

to visit or relax~ experience~ record and investigate weather ~including the seasons and climates~ and their iTnpact on living 

things~ compare local land use~ landscape and natural environment with another area~ create and use maps of local area 

~including mental rnaps~~ 

In real~life settings~ explore how local services and organisations provide the needs of local community~ 

Technology 

The different contexts for learning through the technologies ftmework~ draw an aspects of weryday Uife ~ tncludtng many of those that 

take place outdoors~ 

Technological Explore and use technology in the wider world~ ensure conservation of resources ~reduce~ reuse~ recycle~ and consider the impact 

developrnents tn society of peoples actions upon the environment~ investigate the use and developTnent of renewable and sustainable energy~ 

ICT to enhance leaming Explore software and use to solve problenis~ and help find~ manage and access informatiori~ use infomiation from electronic 

sources to support~ enrich or extend learning in different contexts~ enjoy taking photographs or recording sound and images to 

communicate experiences~ ideas and information in creative and engaging ways~ 

Computing sdence contexts Use different technologies to safely interact and share experiences~ ideas and information with others~ 

Food and textHes contexts Develop and use problem~solving strategies to meet design challenges with a food or textile focus~ 

Craft~ design~ Develop practical skills and explore materials~ tools and software to solve problenis or construct 3D objects~ estimate and 

engineering and graphics measure using appropriate instruments and units~ through discovery~ natural curiosity and imagination~ explore ways to 

coittexts construct models or solve problems~ throughout leaming explore~ discover and develop confidence in using drawing and 

colour techniques~ manually or electronically~ to represent ideas~ 
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outdoor classroom 
risk assessment 
This outlines some of the more common risks associated with the outdoor~s ~ it is not comprehensive~ Teachers 
must assess their own sites in accordance with their schools~ risk assessment procedures and apply risk levels~ 

Hazard 	 Action 

Sharp or pncldy matenals 	 Encourage long sleeves and sturdy footwear ~not sandals~ and discourage 
weaiing shorts~ Carry a First Aid ldt 

Poisonous berries/fungi 

Low branches 

Uneven ground~ holes~ slopes~ fallen branches 

Children going out of sight/missing 

Generalpublic 

Insect bites/stings or allergies 

Dangerous Litter ~i~e~ Fly~tipped waste~ 

broken glass~ synnges~ 

Disease or infection ~ i~e~Toxicara canis ~dog faeces~~ 

Tetanus ~soil~~ Leptospirosis ~mt utine in water~~ 

Lyme Disease ~ticks~ 

Sun/ultra violet radiation 

Slippery surfaces 

Electrical stornis or gales force winds 

Openwater 
Have a throw line if working near deep or fast flowing water~ 

Give verbal warning not to eat anythirig or put things /fingers in their mouths~ 

Seek medical assistance if ingested~ Wash hands carefully after the trip 

~especiadly before eattng or drinidng~ or carry wet~wipes or antibacterial gel~ 

Give verbal waming to take care ~especiaRy of eyes~~ 

Advise to walk carefuUy~ Wear suitable footwear and plan a route appropriate 

to the weather~ 

Advise children on boundanes and give verbal waming~ Adults to keep visual 

contact with their group~ Correct ratios of adults~students~ Have an agreed 

~misdng persorV procedure that everyone is aware of~ including an agreed 

meeting point in emergency situatiolL 

Avoid contact with strangers and animals where possible~ Ask owners to 

control their amnmls if passmg~ 

Be aware of chfldren with allergies ~such as nuts~ insect stings~ hayfever~~ 

Check anyone with severe allergies has their asthma pump or epipen~ and 

they are able to adn~dnister tt~ Ren~dnd everyone of the risk~ Carry a First Aid kit~ 

Tuck socks into trousers if in potential Tlck area~ 

Conduct safety sweep of area before actMty takes place~ Ren~dnd people of 

dangers and~ if appropriate~ show example~ 

Cover broken sidn on hands ~i~e~ wear gloves~~ advise of risim and 

symptoms and seek medical advice a~s~ap~ if infection mspected~ 

llick socks into trousers if in potential tick area~ 

Advise of risks~ Cover exposed sldn~ especially top of the head~ back of the neck 

and shoulders~ Work in the shade where possible~ 

Wam about mud or ice~ Change adivity or route according to the weather~ 
Wear appropriate footwear~ 

Check weather websites for the latest information and severe weather 

waniings~ Cancel activity if too severe~ 

Veeoal waming of danger area~ Advise to keep clear of watees edge/banks~ 

For further infonnation and support visit~ 

HSE Scotland www~hse~gov~uk/scotland and NHS Health Library www~nhS24~cOm 

MMqWFqMM__~_ ~ ~ 
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da*11y hazard t*lck 1 
St TO BE COMPLETED BEFORE 

THE START Of OR 
DURING EVERY OUTDOOR 

SESSION /ACTIVITY 

Activity / Lesson 	 Date 

Site / Area 	 Time completed 

HAZARDS IDENTIFIED 
HazaxdNo~ Hazards Hazard Identified 

i Movingtraffic yes / no 

2 Hazardous materials or poisonous plants/berries/fungi yes /no 

3 Steep/slippery uneven surfaces yes 	no 

Moving deep water yes 	no 

Dog mess yes 	no 

Overhanging branches/dead trees yes 	no 

7 Uneven ground/hidden holes yes 	no 

8 Fences and barbed vAre yes /no 

9 Sharp objects yes 	no 

10 Weather conditions ~hot or cold~ yes 	no 

I Other yes 	no 

12 Other yes 	no 

CONTROL ACTIONS IMPLEMENTED 
ControlActions 	 Enter Hazard Number 

~ERICPD~ 	 ~next to Control Action iirnplemented~ 

Eliniinate ~ remove hazard 

Reduce ~ change or alter activity environment 

Isolate ~ restrict access to ~or around~ hazard 

Control ~ change to a less hazardous activity 

PPE ~ provide Personal Protective Equipment ~i~e~ gloves~ 

Discipline ~ training or advice e~g~ point out hazard~ 
give safety bilefing 

Other 

Completed by 
	

Signed ~ 
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Go online 
~~~ and find out more about volunteering~ events~ activities and news 

from around the country by visiting 

woodlandtrust~org~uk/scotland 
and 

forestry~ gov~uk/scofland 

Lost a sheet~ Contact us for new inserts or additional packs by 
emailing scotland@woodlandtrust~org~uk 
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